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WEEKLY KENTUCKY
•
NEW ERA.
41.00 A YEAR. HOPKiNSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MARCH 14. 1890. VOLUME XX. NO. 37
Central.I.Tobacco:Marehouse
Hopkiusville, Kentucky,
H. H. AB:LRNATHY,
Unprec4dented Attraction!
OVER A MILLION DISTRIBUTED.
Proprietor. LOU1S1dIld LGIIC y Comp y
Personal at oti.,n paid to bampling and selling tobacco.
South :-: Ken.ucky :-: College
HOPXINSVILLE. KEhTUCKY.
AL 1;34:31a.csco1 f4r
Spring Term Begins Tuesday, January 21, 1889.
First-class advantages offereo EngINh, cenee. An
cient Languages, French, tieiniali, Music, Art, Telegraphy
Short-hand, Book-keeping, Type-writing and Norma
Course.
Entire expenses of young ladies bg.rtling at the college-
irregular college' classes-Iwtql, not e • eti $90 per term nt
five months; for young men boaroi , with Prof. Kuyken-
dall more than $67.50 to i72.50. The business course--in
eluding Book-keeping, Telegrapl.y, Short-hand anti Type-
writing, is under the direcLion of excellent teachers and the
moarreasonabte•terms will be extended-much less than at
regular Corawercial Colleges.
All practical eancational wants can be met at South
Kentucky College F r-C.italognes, Circulars and Informa-
tion, Address,
JAMES E. SCOBEY, President.
or A. C. KUYKENDALL, Vice-President.
N. Tobin & Co,
MERCHANT TAILORS,
OPEI; A. BUILDING,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Speooal attention fiv...j to orders from a dist.ilee.
Mr. N. Tobin. of the arm of hi Tobin & Co., has Just returned from the East where no
purehaaedahdLand complete line of fine woolen. for Spring Style* Parties needing any.
thing la that 1111, would do well to call and bee their ana•k pelore purchaaung elsewher .
Bargains, Bargains.
Glom Sale For Tho Next 30 Days.
In Order to ItIcLIT Room tor Spring Goods!
Prices Rrgarciless of Cost.
WILL NOT BE UNDiRSULD BY ANYBODY
MORRIS COHEN,
Shyer's CornPr Hopkinsville. Ky.
M. C. FORBEs J. K. FORREs.
Planing Mills,
WAGON FACTORY,
IMPLEMENT & SEEfI STORE
We hi- it to call the special Attentioh of Farmers. to our i a rnense stock of
Plows, wagons, Daggies an Scads,
Guaranteed to be First-Class.
Mount's Title- Blue Cast Steel Plows.
MOW..South Rend Chilled
Heilman's t 'est Steel and Chilled Plows,
Avery's Steel and Chilled Plows.
NOTICE.
_
The world renowned De;olig- I./laid Now.
era cutting SoLand 7 feet. The chhapest and
moat economical machine ever put in the
held.
Climax Dior Harrows
Iron Duke Hsi-mu,
The Evan-harrow..
Buggies. Keystone Harrows,
Phaetons,
Spring Wagon..
Road Carta.
Buggy and Wagon Harems,
Saddles and Bridles.
Engines, Threshers and Stackers.
Millers at Facrs Ihrtiwire
Whitc Lead.
Linseed 011,
Glass and Potty.
Paint Brushes,
Sherwin-Williams. Wiled Psinto. Family
Paint., Floor Paints, Etc.
Saab.
Doors.
Blinds,
Motildings.
Braek
LIMP.
Hair.
Cement,
Aud Fire Brick.
..11tre defy any implement house in the United States, to beat the shove line of goods,
nowille close to home. and we keep a full stoek of repairs for all. We moat cordially invite
yes to call and see 1114. Mfrot Respectfully,
FORBES & BRO.
Cakiweil 484. Randle,
-MA UFACTUBERS
Galvanized Iron, Cornice, Window Gaps,
Cratin Till avi late Rau afil Outsid3 Won i A pecialty
-AND DEA ..ERS
Tinware, Glassware, Queensware, Altlery and Lamps.
NINTH STREET HOPKIN5VILLE. KY.
T. C. HANES Y M. F. SURVEY.
People sWarehouse
Hanbery & Shryer,Prop's.
HOPKINWILLE, KY. R. R. ST. BET. 10th and 11th.
narenti attention given to sampling and aelltnr all tobacco ronolimed to um. Liberal ad•
valWOR made on tobacco in store. i...00d quarter* for teams and teamsters. All tobacco in'
oared unless otherwise instructed.
M. H. NELSON
1417 41B01.14".)11 aro II 818013/3.03,7
• 
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants,
• R. R. and 11th Sts. HOPKINSVILLE KY.
Liberal advance. made on Tobacco in store. All tobacco insured at coat of owner unless
written instructions to the contrary.
F. W. DABNEY.
BRYANT&STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
Rook K•.1P""1. Shore Mgad' mi.""P"''-c.a LOUISVILLE KYWrits for Cataloome nd full fe. formation  9
Incoriairate41 by the IA'4 I.1Ht ti re in lratn, fid•
Educational amid Charitable purposes, and its
franchise made a part of the preaent State
Constitutkin, in 1879, by an overwhelming
popular vote.
Its MAMMOTH DRAWINGS take place
Semi-Annually, (June H114: December,) and
its GRAND SINGLE N I'M HER
I NUS take place In each of thesdher tell
months of the year, and are alldrawn In
oulille, at the Academy of Music.New Or-
leans, La.
FAMED FOR TWEN! Y YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Payment of Prizes,
Attested as follows:
"'We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements tor all the friont Hy and
Drawings of The Louisiana State Lot-
tery Company, and iii person manage and
control the Drawings themselves. and that
the same are conducted With honesty, fair-
nem, and in good faith toward all parties, and
we authorize the Company to use this certifi-
cate, with fac-similes of our signature* at-
tached in its advertisements."
'viii itii,tiioiielfl.
We the undersigned Bankii and Rankers
will pay all Prizes drawn in The Loulmiana
Stat.. 1,0(terieN which may ISE presented at
our counters.
H. N. W A LESLEY, Pres. Louisiana Nat. Bk.
Pi KIRKE LANAUX, Pres. State Nat'l Bk.
A. BALnw is. Pre*. New Orleans Nat'l Bk.
CARL Koss, Pres. Union National Bank.
Grand Monthly I /Awing,
At he Academy of Music. New Orbewns,
Tuesday, April 13, 1410.
CAPITAL PRIZEI $300,000.
.00,000 Tickets at 9211; Halves $10; Quarters
$3; Tenths rt: Twentieths II.
LIST OF ebtIZIta.
I PRIZE OF $31X1,00) is 1.300.400
I " of ROMS is. 118,000
I " of 51.1,000 Is 50,0011
1 " ot 25,00 is 25b11(50
2 PRIZES of 141,01.0 are 20,01.0
of 3,0110 are 25,000
23 " of LUUtl are .. 52,53:115:
WO " of WU are.
30I.1 " of 000 are  tin.see
5u0 " of AM are . 100,000
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
140 Prizes of MA are . . .... $ 50,000
140 '• of 1110 are .. . . . 30,000
liti " of 200 are  20,000
TKIOOINAL Philtaa.
41(9 100 are . 010,1atto
1001 are  49,900
3 lid Prizes, amounting to $1.031,410
NOT E.-Tickets drawing Capital Prizes tare
mit entitled to terminal Prize...
AGENTS WANTED.
--
ger'Fott CIA's RATES, or any further RI-
for/nation desired, write legibiy to the under-
signed, clearly stating your residence, with
State, Comity. Street and Nurnher. More
rapid return mall delivery will be assured by
your enclosing all Envelope bearing your full
address.
IMPORTA •
Address M. A. DA U PH IN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN
Washington, 1). C.
By ordinory letter, contalding Money Order
issued by all Express 1'0mi-incl.-. New York
Exchange, Draft or Postal Note- '
ADDRESS REOISTERED LITTERS •ONTAIN-
LNG CURRENCY TO
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans, La.
"REM EM BR, that the payment of Prize.
is OCARAN"TEED BY FOrrt NATIONAL
BANKS of New orleana, aod iheTicketo are
signed by the President of an Institution,
whewe chartered rights are rec ignized in the
highest Courts; therefore, ber ...reef ail imita-
tions or anonymous schemes."
ONE DOLLAR Ix the price of the smallest
part or fraction of. Ticket ISSUED BY US
n any Drawing. Anything in our name of-
erred for leas than a boiler Is• swindle.
1111$111E1111 EDUCATION.
ATTEND THy
Of Kentucky. II:Rivers:Ay. LUMPS, U.
I. W. (sewer went and Erroll: Ntetileds,
opposite Cowart Home,
WILBUR R. sairrH. PRESIDENT.
e.7 carless. Best sod II:gtscal Maisons' College.
a. Vr. DIN/. IL !bah% ioanso
Nodal amok IH{4.6., or H  • s, Weskits roondrins. for
Inels 1..or 114.4frilni
V.44•6416.45. Newry, 1,46 46•1•••• 16 oh-
fr.. le SW. 6.4 F04,1 Ir. los.Osiso Sisodssmos.117.4-6.4.4 Plis• I n•••• e• • •••
nf Prnn,•.•hl.•
Mr•relt.0.4.618, Rank,- .1.•,.• 5•• /1••••fac•nrtnit,
1...-vnron Pr.,••••••• . 
tosit (wren Illkost....0.4fo.e. I ^NM.. V Trrt.. 4,
sn•I 9.•••1 ins •••1•• ri.il .•-•.111PO. n.stsM 
o-l•••.• 
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Littell'a LiTill
Jan. I. MO, The Living Age enters upon its
184 volume.
Approved in the outset by Judge Story,
Chancellor Kent, President Adams, histo-
rians Sparks. Prescott, Ticknor, Bancroft,
and many others. It has met with constant
commendat ion and success.
A week13 magazine. It gives more than
three and a quarter thousand d ub,e•colamn
ortavo pages of reading-matter yearly; and
preeents. Ith a bitted fresh/fa mend coup
pi-tenet/of nowhere else attempted.
The best tassayo, reviews. etitleninto,
sketches of travel and diocovery, tabetry,
*steatitic, biographical, historical and po-
litical information. from the entire body of
foreign periodical literature.
It is therefore invaluable to every American
reader, a* the only satisfactorily fresh mad
complete coat filiation of an tudispentosble
eurren• literature-inellimetioatfle because it
embraces the production oh the Odeon living
writers In all branches MI lifensture, science,
politics and art.
OPINIONS.
"There is no other publication of its Kind
so general iii its bearing and covering the en-
tire field of literotn re. art and science. and
bringing between the same covers the ripest,
richest thoughts and the latest reatilti, or tbu.
time in which we live. No one 1010 values
all intelligent apprehension of the trend of
the times can littera to do without R."-
todstian at Work, New York.
"Certain It Is that no other magazine can
•ake its place in eliataing the busy reader to
keep op with current literature."-Eplacomil
RtrOftlf.f. Philadelphia.
"It is oni- of the few periodicals which seen!
indispensable. It contains nearly ad the
good literature of the tInie."-The bomb-
man. New York.
••Blography, fiction, science, critiction, his-
tory, poetry, travels, whatever n en are in-
terested in, are all found here."-The Watch-
man, liostoti.
"The foremost writers of the time are rep-
reseoted on its pages. It is In the quantitf
and value of it.. foments faeile priueepo."-
Presbyterian Banner, Pittsburgh.
"For the man who tries to be truly eonver-
*ant with the very best literature of t III. and
other countries. It is 11.4115penaabl,"-4 'entre!
Baptist. eft Louis.
"Ti, have The Iving Age is to bold the
keys to the entire world of thought, of ocirli-
tific investigation, payetiological research,
critical note, of poetry amid
to!' Evening Traveller.
"Noteetter out lay of `money %an tie made
than In sudscribing for The Living Age."-
Hartford Courttut.
"For the amount of reading matter con-
tained the subscription is extremly low."-
Christian Advocate, Nashville.
"Nearly the whole world of authors and
writers appear in It in their hest finsals."-
•Boston Journal.
"It may be truthfully and cordially said
that it never offers a dry or valueless page."-
New York Tribune.
"It furnishes a sunplete compilation of
an indlopeneable . !ferret me."-Chicago Even-
ing Journal.
"It elm biro its readers to keep fully abreast
of the reot t heath ht and literature of CiY111za.
tion."-Christian Advocate, Pittsburgh.
"In this weekly magazine the reader finds
all that is worth knowing in the realm of
current literature It Is indispensable.--
Canada Presbyterian, Tomei°,
Published week at W... a year, free of
postage: or for ild30, TM Living Age and
any (file of the American $4 monthlies for
Harper's week11.2; or Bazar) will be sent tor a
year, postpaid; or, for 00.50, The Living Age
and Sicribner•• Magazine or the ,lst. Nicholits
Now is the time to suboici•he, beginning
with the New Year.
Address, tirresi. ors, Roston.
=Mir=
OF THY.
HON JEFFERSOP DAVIS.
BY
MRS. JEFFERON "AVIS.
TO BE SOLD BY SUBSCRPVION ONLY,
The prospectus and corroilete ostfit
for caw:mooing will be ren e imme-
diately.
Agents wishing drsirabb territory
on this great work will please ad-
dress, as soon as possible, the pub-
lishers,
BELFORD COMPANY,
18-32 East 18th St ro NEW YORK.
SQUIRREL.
N a fiood of yel-
low sunshine
stood Abbot's
Grange early one
May afternoon,
looking the very
picture of smil-
ing ease and com-
fort; springflow-
ers
 
bsls ot-0
about its sloping
lawns, budding
woods thick with
bright blue hya-
cinths sheltering
it carefully from
northeast winds,
and a soft sweep
of corn cropped,
hawthorn hedg-
ed valley nest-
ling. as it were,
under the pro-
tect in g shadow
of its gray gables
and many windowed front.
But its seeming quietude was only-to
put it quite correctly-brick deep.
Within the quaint sold rooms of the
dwelling a very peculiar turmoil was
going on; a terrible upsetting of things
as they had been; amazed submission to
things as they now appeared to be; dis-
may and blank dread of what might yet
becoming.
For in the last week of chill, fickle
April, Miss Pleasance 'Westbrook, spin-
ster mistress of Abbot's Grange, had
suddenly resigned control of all her
worldly possessions. A nipping night
frost, and a firm refusal to have a fire in
her bedroom because the right date for
such luxuries was past hy five days, had
proved too much for the lady of four
score. A swift attack of bronchitis
afforded her a rapid and almost painless
exit from mortal scenes, but the unex-
pected summons created strange disturb-
ance among survivors that began almost
as soon as the last "Amen" was said over
her grave. Then, as one of the carriages
turned out of the churchyard gate, said
Mr. Westbrook, of High Courts, Glouces-
tershire, the rich merchant nephew of
the departed lady, to her solicitor, John
Foster:
"I suppose those young connections of
mine come in for pretty near everything
of the old lady's, don't they? Do you
happen to know if she's paid me the
compliment of a diamond ring or a sil-
ver soup ladle? Of course you've got her
will?"
"Really." was the answer, "I can give
you no information at present. My
father had entire management of the
Abbot's Grange business, and he died
some six months ago."
"But you stepped into his shoes, didn't
you?"
"Only partly. 3liss Westbrook looked
on me as comparatireiy juvenile, I
fancy. though I have been in the firm
the last live years. She never honored
me with any confidential communica-
tions, and even took all private papers
from our office, the will most likely
among them."
"Ah, then that elder girl yonder will
know its whereabouts. She's rather a
good looking young party. Ought to
marry well i: she's got a third of the old
maid's hoard. Got any engagement, do
you know?"
No, Mr, Foster did not know. Per-
haps the question struck him as unsea-
sonable, coming the minute after the
service where half the village had been
crying over the loss of their kind, if ec-
centric, old friend. Anyhow, the young
lawyer gazed studiously out of the car-
riage window as they wound slowly up
the hill, and turned conversation to the
beauty of some noble oaks that skirted
the road right and left.
"Ali! ho! good timber that," comment-
ed Mr. Westbrook critically. "I'd have
it down if it was mine esid turn it into
capital that fetched 20 per cent. Can't
see the good of trees standing sucking
up the land any more than lazy horses
eating their heads off in the stable. My
father, you know-brother of the old
lady yonder," with a nod towards the
church, "only got as much as his sister
when his father dropped. But he wail
wise. Married into trade. My mother's
people were in East India shipping. He
made a mint of money, and turned High
Courts, that he bought cheap, into a
regular show place. I've stuck to
the same line, and," with a knowing
expression, "haven't lost money, you
bet. I got a little extra nous from my
mother."
"And a little something else," thought
John Foster, but aloud he said:
Weertbrook's cousin, the grand-
mother of those young people she adopt-
ed, married into some county family,
did she not?"
Mr. Westbrook laughed. "Exactly so.
Country gentleman in Norfolk, of the
good old style. Lived up to the knocker,
and left about half what he began with.
Then his son must needs go bond for a
friend, and lost even that. 'Whoso
hateth suretyship,' say I-that's how
these young Ferrer, come to be pau-
"Miss Westbrook was greatly attached
to them, sir."
"Ah! So I suppose. She wiui a senti-
inental old conservative. And .t.h4ir
grandmother had been brought up with
her like an own sister, I've heard. So ins
'teed of letting them prog for them-
selves, as I recommended her to do ten
years ago, the last time I saw her, she
took them in and did for them. Oh, here
we are at the houseagain. My train goes
from Crowchester at 4, sharp. So now
for the will."
Mr. Westbrook might say, "New for
the will!" To every one's profound as-
tonishment no will whatever was forth-
coming. Olive Ferrers, a graceful, dark
eyed girl of one-and-twenty, now in sore
grief at losing the loving guardian of her
orphaned years, knew nothing of the all
important document.
"Did it matter much," sear said, wea-
rily, when the rector and Jelin Foster
sought her out in the library, where beer
sister and young brother were trying to
comfort her. "It seemed horrible to be
troubling about money so soon after"-
And then she broke of!, her sad eyes
full of tears, arid the young lawyer felt
how vivid was the contrast between her
bearing awl Mr. *Westbrook's, and how
her present pathos suited the girl even
better than the bright manner which
had rather turned his head when lately
he hail paid professional visits to the
Grange.
But though it went against the grain
with him to vex her, he explained clearly
and forcibly how needful it was to try
and find this will at once.
"Had Miss Westbrook never told her
where she had put it? Never mentioned
its details to her? Naturally Mr. West-
brook would like to know them before he
left."
The only response to this was that Olive
was certain Aunt Pleasance had never
mentioned the matter in any way. Some
things she never liked to speak of. This
must have been one. Perhaps she had
not made a will at all.
"But, my dear young lady," cried the
rector, "that's impossible! It would leave
you without a farthing! MaSSI West-
brook would never have done it."
"I know she wouldn't," put in Oliver.
young sister Helen, a delicate girl of
15, "if she could help it. But auntie
was ill only such a little time. Very
likely she may have forgotten it."
"Forgotten it!" repeated the clergy-
man in dismay. "My poor. dear child,
don't suggest such a chance."
"Or. I tell you what," said the young-
est of the adopted trio, a lithe, clever
faced boy of 12. emerging from a win-
dow curtain, where he had been trying
to hide a tear stained countenance,
caught crying. And the rector :mu law-
yer left the room in the utmost perplex-
ity.
Every likely place was ransacked
within the next hour. Every servant
questioned. The coachman remem-
bered driving his mistress from the
late Mr. Foster's office, some time last
autumn, to Barnby's bank, and they took
a tin bo in the carriage with them. Off
to Barnby's bank went the coachman
now again, returning with the mill de-
positary, which the late Mr. Foster's son
searched through with the deepest anx-
iety. Bonds were there ot railways, and
canals, and gas companies, a mortgage,
stock of half a dozen kinds, but alas! no
will. Mr. Westbrook telegraphed to his
home that lie should not be back until
further notice.
"It is desirable that I remain to see
this through," he said, and ordered the
butler to have a room prepared for him
for an indefinite stay. The butler car-
ried the command to the housekeeper in
high affront.
"lie speaks to me as if I was a boy in
buttons," said he. "You and me ain't
used to such masterful ways, Mrs.
Wicks."
But as one day after another, and then
a whole wk, went by, and still no will
was forthcoming, Mr. Westbrook felt a
growing right to indulge in as much
masterfulness as he pleased, which was
a good deal.
"The probability is," he said loftily to
John Foster, who was there every day,
conducting a rigorous search through
every room, "my deceased aunt came to
her senses at the last. We had a few
words about these young Ferrers last
time I saw her. I told her plump and
plain they'd no right to a penny from
her. She was a ripirity old party, though,
and said she should do what she chose
with her own, for I and my children
had plenty without being her heirs.
After that there was a coolness between
us, but she'd plenty of sense, and no
doubt she saw I was in the right, and so
died intestate purposely that I should
step in and take my due. Till anything
else is proved, Mr. Foster, I shall act on
that supposition."
Mortified that lie could not gainsay
this arrogant gentleman, yet deeply ex-
cited on purely personal grounds, John
Foster could only acquiesce in this un-
lucky inference. Miss Westbrook must
have died without a will.
"I'm driven to that conclusion unwill-
ingly enough," he said to pale Olive Fer-
rers one morning, when, after hours of
turtling over half a century's collection
of old letters and worthless savings, they
stood together in the littered drawing
room, each feeling blankly that no more
was to be doneo"most grievously unjust
as she has been to you"- But Olive stop-
ped him.
"You are not to say that even to me,
please, Mr. Foster; we owe too much to
Aunt Pleasance. Now, as we have no
one else in the world, we must try and
make our own way."
"But, good heavens! how?" exclaimed
the young man almost impatiently.
"My dear Miss Ferrets, you can't cal-
culate the difficulties that lie before you.
Surely Mr. Westbrook"- But there
John Foster had to end abruptly. What
would be the use of his holding out
hopes about a division of property, of
any liberality whatever on Mr. West-
brook's part, when he very well knew he
had not got a generous spark in him,
from the crown of his head to the sole of
his foot!
Truly, when ownership had first ap-
peared possible, the gentleman had
vaguely dropped hints about allowing
the young people a few thousands, but
as time went on and no will was un-
earthed another casual mention of this
douoettr had diminished it to a few hun-
dreds. What ultimate point of contrac-
tion ft might reach the young man feared
to think. So he checked himself with
embarrassment, and could only wind up
with some rather incoherent remark
about arrangements being made for Mime
Ferrers' comfort, and if there was any-
thing he could do-!
Olive waned. Something in the ear-
nestness of his last words made her trem-
ble. She was afraid of relying on him
too much, and yet, in this trouble, per-
haps bile might take his help for a little
while.
- "I think Mr. Westbrook intends settling
what is to be done this afternoon," she
said, nervously; "afterwards I may be-
glad to ask your advice. I am most
anxious about Cyril. I am afraid Mr.
Westbrook does not much like"--
Here Olive's half uttered opinion was
unexpectedly emphaelsed from without.
Through the doer, standing ajar, came
Mr. Westbrook's voice, ringing with
anger:
"Cyril! What are you up to there?
Kick that beast down stairs this moment."
"Toots is doing no harm., air," answered
the boy's clear voice. "Aunt Pleasance
always let us play hide and seek on the
gallery." 
Aunt Pleasance, as you call her,
could do as she liked. Now I order what
I choose. That clumsy brute will smash
those cases of birds. Send him down
this moment; do you hear, you young
railcar?'
Cyril's temper. f rata: and pliant enough
under decent civility, had been brushed
in every possible wring direction by Mr.
Westbrook during these last few days.
Now it suddenly bristled up like a hedge
hog's prickles
"I'm no more a rracal than you are,
sir! Olive said Toots and I could wait
here till she'd done those ()Id papers, so I
than not come down till elle calls me."
Here Olive turned inos the hall. Mr.
Westbrook, purple with rage. wes storm-
ing up at Cyril. who, with flaming
cheeks and bright eyes, stood defiantly
at the top of the brood old stairs;
Toots, a knowledgeabl s little fox ter-
rier, sniffing excitedly between the balus-
trades, as if only waiting the word of
command to !mike for their mutual en-
emy's calves.
Put a brick rou.id that cur's neck
and have him dropped in the newest
pond," cried the irate g entletnan; "while,
ass for yotir sister. she's perfectly aware.
or ought to be. that ehe's no more right
to give orders in this house than the
scullery maid." (John Foorew here made
a quick step forward. Olive silenced
his indignation with an entreating
glance.). ••I arts minter hers'. Now come
down. or I vow I'll honiewhi p you."
-You'll have to catch mo first, sir,"
said Cyril coolly; "but I'll do as Olive
tells Inc. of course."
"You shall be locked tre till y( a eat
humble pie." cried Mr. WeetbreOe, ad-
vancing furiously on tSyril. but rpially
retreating as Toots rubbed to th .i fore
with a vicious snap. }'enters, I
pre:wine you have HOME) control over
yotnt brother? I require him to stay
alone in the library yondez • till he soma:
to his senses and apologize to use. Will
you desire him to go into that room, or
must lie be taken there by force?'
"My brother never dip utes a wish of
mine, Mr. Westbrook." said Olive., pain-
fully excited, yet wonder fully self con-
trolled. "Squirrel, dear, not bee-lathe I
consider you rojuire pun ;shine, but for
peace sake, please go i i the library.
When I have spoken to Mr. Westbrook
presently I will (tome for you."
She stooped and laid he. • cheek on the
lad's curly head a moment. Then off he
stalked with a lutujo in hit threat to the
little room at the left of the hall. Mr.
Westbrook triumphantly turned the key
upon him with, 
-ekop there, sir, till I let
you out."
John Foster walked forth a.mong the li-
lacs and syringes to keep hiniself from
making unprofessional r emarks, and
Olive fled upstairs to tree t her forced
calm to a good ory before recounting
sister i s 
freak
 
H len.isadventure to her young
Luncheon that day was eel excestively
cogbral:ilndmsyfinftdairairrno!:: conversation, tla 7"bi it for !onchi:
"Peor old auntie put it off too long. per- I
Miss Ferrers, for a few rninuto at," sail Mis
''I'll trouble you in the dri iwing r Donnhaps. You know I was with Fier the-
the last rimming, just when she turned Westbrook, when, haring flnishe 1. Ito
worse, and she whispered, 'I want to got up and pushed his clod r from him:
tell Olive'- eo I fetched Olive, but then
auntie seemed to have forgotten every-
thing. She could only look at es puz-
zled like, and-and never spoke any
awTisere.  the lad burrowed back amines the
cuaa2ins, being much ashamed ha be
and as the two went thither: , Helen fol-
lowing her sister with an:!rye.,
John Foster longing to be iu, her, per-
Imps all four felt little east* r than the
lonely young culprit locked up in the
library.tite, to tell the truths WIWI IIPSZKOW
ess,.2e....C,ieeteereeos see ..„ -osesseeesseio
-''''eeeebeSse•
larly to be pitied. Haviniffifm faith in
his slater, lie resigned all thought of the
future to her, and, with the wisdom of
his few years, was now exercising him-
self on the burning topic of the moment, ,
I. e., how to give his jailer the slip!
"There you stop till I let you out," Mr.
Westbrook had said. A boastful cock- ,
crow that went sorely against Squirrel's
grannei.
door was fast, no question about 1!,
that. Ile broke his pen knife in a futile
attempt to slip the lock, and then gave
it up. Naturally the window suggested
itself as the next best means of exit.
Unfortunately that was full nine feet
from the ground, the Grange front being
well raised over a line of cellars, and,
although the drop was nothing to a boy
of his weight, an anti-burglarious row
of posts with triple well spikel chains
offered serious objections to this manner
of escape. What was to be done?
Squirrel planted himself in the middle of
his prison and eyed his surreelndings in-
terrogatively. In front was that im-
pmeticalsie window; behind him every
inch of wall except the door apace was
lined with lose packed shelves of books
-the same with the whole wall on
his right hand. Opposite tills was the
wide, quaint tiled hearth under the shal-
low, high shouldered chimney piece; one
side of the fireplace a small door opened
into a tiny book room, which Aunt
Pleasance used to call her sanctum; on
the other side stood a bookeamet of four
feet high, above which hung a picture of
the last Squire Westbrook in a pigtail
and bright blue coat.
As his quick glance took all in, his
cell looked perfectly ironbound, and
Squirrel's heart sank within him. Must
he after all stop thero like a rat ir. a trap,
but to be let out by that odious, over-
bearing monster, Mr. Westbrook? Was
there no chink he could edge himself out
by, no loophole he could wriggle through?
Yeel joy! there was! Oh, happiest of
happy thoughts, what about the chim-
ney?
Those smoky funnels at the Grange
were none of your screwed up. beflued
modern contrivances, but ample. gener-
ous air passages running boldly up from
basement to roof. Cyril knew all about
them. He had personally inspected the
interior of one when workmen had been
repairing the many cornered stacks
above, and had safely worked his way
down to Olive's own bedroom. Now if
he could only voyage upward from the
library, cat like range the tiles, and de-
scend again by the old route, what a
capital joke it would be. Quick as
thought eSyril stepped on the stout bars
of the grate and cautiously inserted head
and shoulders up the inky entrance.
Hurrah! Ile could see a bit of blue sly
high up aloft. Nimble as his namesake
be began the ascent. A brick jutting
conveniently here and there lent friend-
ly help. He had to grope along with
closed eyes, for bits of mortar and little
nests of disturbed soot came peppering
about him. Careful and crab like he
hauled himself safely up till nigh the
level of the library ceiling. Then he
nearly camooto grief.
lie seemed to have got beautiful foot-
hold on a brick or two, when he sudden-
ly slipped. Down went one leg, but not
down the chimney, down the other side
somehow. Preserving his balance with
difficulty, Squirrel rubbed his dusty eyes
with his grimy hand and peered about
him.
Only faint murky light struggled to
his aid, but he could just discern some-
thing remarkably odd. An opening
there was on the left aide of the chim-
ney, not more than two feet square, and
the cavity beyond must be of some size,
for as the lad inquisitively poked his leg
about, it came in contact with no other
wall. Whatever could this place be? A
bricked up cupboard perhaps; a hiding
hole for cavaliers, priests, Jacobites,
what not?
Cyril's spirit of adventure rose within
him. In for a penny, in for a pound.
He'd through that hole and possibly
ferret out the secrets of centuries.
.So through he went. feet fore-
most this time, and easily enough,
for what felt like brick stele; as-
anted his descent into a space which,
by faintest light and much patting
around, lie discovered to be a small
chamber matching in size Aunt Pleas-
ance's sanctum the other side of the fire-
place.
Here was an exciting find! How
pleased old auntie would have been to
know it. How Olive would have liked it
if they hail been stopping at the Grange.
As for that surly Mr. Westbrook, though,
he should never hear of this romantic
den. Cyril only wished it might he full
(of ghosts that would come out and scare
him if ever he lived at the place. But
ghosts in it were neither tangible nor
visible now. After ever so long of
stealthy creeping and feeling throughout
its length and breadth. Cyril could rind
nothing but ancient cobwebs and layers
(of dust and debris, a wooden something,
marrow table or shelf, shock of fastening,
awl-
At that point of investigation the boy
-was startled by sounds that appeared
strangely chew, being, in fact, as he soon
remembered, in the adjacent library.
Some one spoke. It was that nice fellow
Foster, and his words were:
"Now, Cyril, my lad, if you'll just say
to Mr. Westbrook-why. how's this?
I: can't see him. Cyril! Where's he van-
ih:14•Jue.1"ped"" out of the window, I'll war-
rant," rasped forth another voice (the
enemy's!, "Expected a thrashing if he
did not eat humble pie. and, by George.
I] e should have it, too, if rd my way."
;yril tingltei with wrath to the tips of
hin toes.)
-I don't see how he could jump out
here without hurting himself," was the
anxious answer back from the window
way. "I do hope the boy is safe. His
sister"-
"Th !re. there." snarled the other gen-
tleman. "Don't trouble yourself to
make a foss over the young sneak"-
(Cyril clenched his dirty little fist and
almost wished he had not starsed on this
chimney ex peilitioM-t• the men about the
grounds must look out for hun, and I'll
rate hiit soundly when we catch him.
Now l'ui going to look over,
my farms. I wish you good day, Mr. Fos-
ter. If you will make it convenient to
be here by le to-morrow we'll meet in
mat-
ters."
his .room and can begin to wind up 
"Then, Miss Fierrers'-stthl a g' ru 11.
"to desire
perfect independence, sir. She can
have it. If she chooses. So much the bet-
ter for my pocket. She gives her final
decision in the morning. Good after-
noon."
A heavy step left the library, crossed
the hall and slammed the front door.
Every round echoed in Cyril's drum like
retreat. 
..Iklto Foster seemed to be staying be-
hind. Cyril heard him give a sigh that
was Salt a groan. He was a regular
good chap. 'rho boy had half a mind to
tap on the thin panel which divided
them, and tell Iniu BO, but another en-
trmance... checked him It was Olive thisu
-Oh, Mr. Foster," she began, "did
Cyril-where is lie, pieties'? Has Mr.
Westbrook let hint out?"
--No, he let himself out, I nines. by the
window." was the response. "I'll hunt
Min up before I leave. Wo shall tind
lura all nolo!. But, Miss Ferret's-can
yon? Will you look on me just as your
masa bitsincse. as if I were my father.
iu fiw.t? W ill ylin tell me what Mr. West-
;week has Mitered in lieu of what every
eno p,•cts• I yogi and your brother and
sager would liave
Cyritstraireel his ears. Olive appeared
to hesitate. then broke out pae.ienately:
"Whet ho has offered! A pittance,
Mr. Foster, that might. I supsose. just
keep us from starving, but whicii I must
verily begin to starve before I would ac-
cept on his terms! I mu to make Cyril
beg his pardon, turd then, perhaps, only
perhaps, heowill get him an Office boy's
place with one of his partners at Bristol,
stud te Iloien and we he offers fifty
Rounds a yeaL enough, he says, for us
t.) live en in talsings, with Cyril i ear*
to help! Mr. Foster, beggars must uot
be ehoositrs. hut I think I would rather
die than emelt a penny from Mr. West-
broo..Bku.t",
my dear-deer Miss Ferrero,
what is to he done? Whom else, whit
else haye you to turn to?"
"No one, nothing. or next to nothing.
But, Mr. Foster. Cyril ilaS something;
nearly two hundred pounds. I think. a
godmother left hitn. Now surely 1
ean send him to some school with diet.
and 1 loiew when a little otler liu
will work like a man to leap rue and
Helen." i•• Won't I too!" murmured the
sooty. one.) "As for me, I will find some
school where they will let me teach and
Helen can live there for my pay. It's
only for her make I-feel-it-hard."
Mr. Foster seemed to walk up and
down ill agitation, then shut the library
door and halted.
••Miss leesrere, your plan, your deter-
mination are worthy of you. But one
thing fails you. Your brother's money
cannot, I know, be touched till he is of
age."
••Then-oli 5-.Sor shall we do?"
-Tide let iAltance a couple of
hundred, lend it, give it to you. 011
wait a moment! Let me tell you what
no one on earth should have known if
you'd been ric5. and teospereue. I have
seen yo e so often, and so much, I could
no more help loving you than I con14
help living! I don't know about
family, and ancestors, and so forth; I
only know my father's name has been
an honored one for fifty years, and,
please God, I'll do nothing to sully it,
and if you'll share it with me, your
brother and your sister shall be mine.
and you shall never know a care that I
can shield you from! What, what will
you say?"
Cyril could hear Olive sobbing. He
very nearly committeeh himself by an
audible aceompanilllent. ("John Foster,
you're a Kalil he softly. "If
Olive will Int ve 511:1. If ;ive you Toots
for a w..,: !•i" 1.- it: 1!!tt. now then,
hark!"
• '7, •.' Olive fal-
"Ah, you don't care for me: Lou Muse
me presumptuous."
"Presumptuous! Mr. Foster, Aunt
Pleasance always titled you overe far too
good to be just a lawyer."
"And you, you yourself?"
"I-liked-you always."
(-Thought as much," chuckled Squir-
rel. "She always colored up when that
you man came.")
"But," rapturously, "can you ever love
me?"
-I-think-I-can."
"Olive. my dearest."
(Then easued some seconds over which
Cyril positively blushed. Love ecstasies
are utterly preposterous to extreme
youth.
"But now." said Olive presently, in
such a changed voice, -you must never
feel you took me, took us, out of pity.
You must be very certain of your own
mind before you tic yourself to us penni-
less people."
"I can never be more certain than
now, my Olive."
"Ah but you shall have time to think
about it. If only you will send Cyril
somewhere, that much I will freely
take of you. You shall pay your-
self by and by. Bat for one year
I mean to work for lIelen as I
said. Then if you still want me"-
From that part of her project she was
immovable. So, with satisfaction enough
in his heart to tide him over even a
twelvemonth's wading, the young man
parted from his new gained love.
Cyril had to blush again in the dark
over the lovers' farewells, and then when
his eolitude was silent once more, he set
about thinv.ting how to get out 0: con-
finetnent.
For reasons of his own a twenty-foot
higher climb was not desirable. There-
fore with extreme care lie regained the
aperture by which he had entered,
slowly lowered himself to the bars of
the grate, squatted there like an
imp. taking off his tell tale shoes,
listened to find the coast clear,
then warily slipped off to his own
room. bolted Iiiineelf in and spent an
hour to such purpose that when at last
lie made his way down stairs no trace of
his sweep's exploit was left upon him.
The two girls' anxious questions as to
his mode of exit from his prison Cyril
contrived to parry. Mr. Westbrook's
high and mighty scowls at the dinner
table he bore with exemplary meekness.
When his sisters both implored him to
behave discreetly at the next morning's
conclave in the library, to which Mr.
Westbrook all but ordered the trio, he
promised faithfully to keep his temper,
come a hat might, and sedulously patted
Toots' sleek head to conceal the twinkle
in his eye when Olive added, as herald
of great glad tidings:
"For things may. after all, turn out
better than they will sound, dear Squir-
rel."
Ten o'clock the next morning found
I
"I can't, I can't say Yes."
the Grange party and John Foster as-
sembling in tie! appointed room, Mr.
Westbrook swelling with arrogant im-
portance. which Olive might have found
bad to bear. had not a glance between
her lawyer awl herself given her a de-
licious sense of happy strength.
rasped out Mr. West,-
brook, seating himself in the heavy oak
chair that stood at one end of t'-e old
turkey hearth rug. •..111-liene I see
that boy is not here; but he is of no con-
sequence whatever, so we need not wait.
As it is very evident my late respected
aunt" Ode tone implied capital letters to
her honor, now he had come into her
money ( ''has died intestate, I feel the
time has i.olue when, SS her heir- i honor
requested for himself this time) "I take
natural poises:eon of her entire property.
I feel it is my right, ime I shall not make
any bones about doing it. As I intend
shutting the house up for the summer.
the first thing to do its to get rid of the
servants. Miss Helen, ring the bell."
Bond, appearing in answer, was de-
sired to fetch up all the domestics. Seven
filing in, headed by the gray haired
housekeeper, every one of them was sum-
marily dismissed with the noble tlouceur
of a inontles wages. Bond had been serv-
ant to the Westbrook* nigh forty years;
the housekeeper but little less: the rest
were no strangers in the place.
-Now to proceed," said Westbrook.
"The tenants of my farms, Mr. Foster,
must have notice to quit at Michaelmas
or renew their leases at higher rents."
-But, sir, rents are falling about here;
three of your tenants have been on the
land, father to son, for generations.
They are good farmers and I am afraid
they would look on such notices as rather
unfair."
••Thim let 'ten and be hanged to 'em,"
cried the new landlord. "I daresay you
and they find it pleasant to work the
property between you. 'You tickle me,
Toby. I'll tickle you,' style of thing. eh?
But I'm neither a fool nor a woman. I
MIMI put the screw on where I choose;
you can be my man if you like, Mr.
Foster; if not there are other lawyers in
Crowchester, I suppose."
"There are, sir, and you'd better select
one," said the young man quietly. -My
father and grandfather before him man-
aged this property to the satisfaction of
that gentleman"-indicating 'the blue
coated squire lett of the fireplace-"and
of his daughter for three-quarters of a
century, but for myself I now beg to re-
'see „Aar' os"Sa:490C 4.V.114/Ptikothfrinie
sign OW office of your solicitor.-
- 'Well done,'" cried Mr. Westbrook,
sharply. "I don't know which of you
young ladies remarked 'Well done,' to
this high falutin' speech, but allow me to
say. while you are eating the bread uf
charity under my roof. I consider the
words an impertinence."
-I never said 'Well done,'" exclaimed
Olive, turning scarlet.
"Nor 1," said Helen timidly.
"If I'd time to waste on the matter,"
said Mr. Westbrook, incredulously, "I
should insect on your withdrawing the
words; but I've not. I merelg beg to in-
form you now that the fifty pounds a
year I offered to you is not to be looked
upon in the light of a pension. It is
purely a matter of charity, which I con-
tinue or suspend as circumstances direct.
I must request that you be ready to leave
the Grange on Saturday next. As for
your brother, on reconsideration. I de-
cline to have anything to do with him.
You or"-aneering-''Mr. Foster perhaps
must look about and find him a home."
"Much obliged, sir, but he has got
one," said a voice that seemed to issue
from the back of Mr. Westbrook's chair.
"What the devil is that?' cried the
gentleman, starting up, and Toots, who
had got in as the servants went out, and
had been uneasily smelling about in all
directions, now bolted with yelps of joy
towards the fireside bookcase.
• It was Squirrel speaking," cried Helen.
"But he's not here." exiaimed Olive.
"Yes he is." returned the semi-ghostly
tone, quite cheerfully, and the long piece
of oak paneling on which hang old
Geoffrey Westbrook's portrait swung
slowly forward, disclosing the soot
smirched countenance of Master Cyril,
holding in his arms a black tin case,
marked with Miss Pleasance Westbrook's
name in white letters.
"It's her will," he cried exultingly. "I
"It's her will."
went up the chimney yesterday, to get
out of Mr. Westbrook's clutches, and
slipped in here and found it all by
chance. And I knew Aunt Pleasance
could not have got up the chimney, so I
came up again today and brought some
matches with me, and found this little
door out. Auntie knew about it, of
course, and hid the old parchment up
here I truppose. Take it, please, Mr.
Foster. I've read it all through. Mr.
Westbrook's got the family plate, because
she wished it to go with the name, and
we've got all the rest. Thank you. Mr.
Westbrook, for locking me up yesterdav.
I'm very much obliged to you. ige
should never have found Aunt Plen's
will if you hadn't been too savage mita
me for nothing!"
TOM =ID.
WHERE STATES EXCEL.
Some Interesting Statements nosed on
leoeurneets.
Alabama ranks fourth in cotton.
Arizona ranks second in silver.
Californitis ranks first in barley,
grape culture, sheep, gold and
silver.
Colorado ranks firs: in silver.
Connecticut ranks first ia clock..
Delaware is away up in peaches.
Florida ranks third in sugar and
molasses.
Georgia ranks
sweet potatoes.
Indiana ranks
Fine Horse Flesh.
Interest in fine home flesh is grow-
ing rapidly in Christian county. The
people are fortunate in having such a
man as Mr. P. H. McNaney, who has
the ambition and plOck to bring
horses of royal breeding into the
county, and if they will only embrace
the opportunity, he will prove a great
benefactor to the horse interests of
this section.
Two of the hest bred stallions
known to the trotting turf will make
the season at the Driving Park, un-
der the direction and control of Mr.
SIcNaney.
Bonny Hambietonian by McCarty's
Hambletonian, and out of a well
bred mare, owned by Mr. C. F.
Jarrett of this county, is one of the
animal' referred to. This horse is in
every way worthy of his illustrious
sire, and the reputation of the Ham-
bletonian stock will not suffer in his
colts.
Gordon, by Onward and out of
Camiet, has a pedigree, which goes
back to Sir Arehy and Grey Eagle.
He is without exception, the finest
stallion ever brought to Christian
county, and his introduction has in-
creased tbe interest of Christian
county people in fine stock. His
oldest colts have exhibited extraordi-
nary speed and style, and their royal
blood is visible as soon as they are
able to stand upoti their feet.
Onward, the sire of Gordon is the
best bred, and best producing son of
George Wilkes. The breeding of
Gordon is in DO way inferior to that
of his sire. His dam Camlet was the
mother of Cyclone, record sire
of Dr. Sparks, 2-year-old, record
2:2.51-s Gilette, 3-year-old, record 2:25.
Gordon is a bay stallion 16 hands
high, and is one of the strongest,
best made and best boned young
stallions in Kentucky.
AP.
Young Johnson, S. it B. R. R.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
bounce 'Owens Pink Mixture' the
beet for teething children." For sale
by all druggist.
Men of Mark.
Mr. Wm. D. Howelle is said to
shrink from having his portrait pub-
lished.
Sig. Salini prides himself on his
skill as a billiard played.
Emperor William, unlike his an-
cestors, is passionately fond of horses
and an excellent rider.
Dr. Knorr, the German inventor of
"nati-pyrine," is said to have made
$1,1100,000 in the /Said winter.
Senator Blair'e "few remarks" on
his bill for national aid to education
fill 198 columns of the Congressional
Record.
Wm. Waldorf Astor, who is now
the N•Irtual head of the family, is fully
six feet in height and well propor-
tioned.
Samuel J. Tilden's estate has prov-
ed to be much larger than was at first
supposed, and the aggregate is nearer
$15,000,000 than $4,000,000.
Wm. H. Clark, a colored student
from the Ohio State University, took
second prize at the intercollegiate
contest in springfield last Thursday.
Corporal Tanner is making money
In Washiugton. He employs a force
of twelve clerks and his practice at
present is worth $20,000 a year.
Sig. Crispi, Premier El Italy, has
spent 500,000 francs in subsidizing
newspapers this year.
Nicolall Uspenski, the Russian nov-
elist and poet, considered of as great
genius as Turgtieneff, has just died.
For over thirty years a 'drive to drink
he had lived the life of a common
tram
James G. Blaine is said to have
aged rapidly this winter. His do-
mestic afflictions have crushed his
proud heart, and done more to furrow
his cheeks and whiten his hair than
years of political disappointment.
•:••••
Illinois ranks
secood in rice and
oweond in a heat.
first In oats, meat
packing, lumber traffic, malt and dis-
tilled liquors and miles of railway.
Iowa ranks first in average intelli-
gence of population, first in product
of corn and first in number of swine.
Idaho ranks eixth in gold and silver.
Kano... ranks Mt. in cattle, cone
and rye.
Kentucky ranks rir.: n tobscco and
ha. a wont-wide releiter fair thor-
oughbred borers and entitle.
Louisiana rankos first in .tiger and
molasses,
Maine ranks first oi shipbuilding,
slate and granite quarries, lumbering
and fishing.
Maryland ranks fourth in coal.
Massachusetts ranks first in cotton,
woolen and worsted goods and in cod
and mackerel fisheries.
Michigan ranks first in copper,luna-
ber and salt.
Minnesota ranks fourth in wheat
and barley.
Mississippi ranks second in cotton.
Missouri ranks first iu mules.
Montana ranks fifth in silver and
gold.
New Mexico's grazing facilities
can't be best.
Nebraska has abundant crops of rye,
buckwheat, barley, flax and hemp.
Nevada ranks second in gold.
New Hampshire ranks third in the
manufacture of cotton goods.
New York ranks first in value of
manufactures, 'Kew, printing, pub-
lishing, hops, hay, potatoes, buck-
wheat and milch cows.
North Carolina ranks first in tar
and turpentine.
Ohio ranks first in agricultural im-
plements and wood.
Oregon takes the palm in cattle ran-
log.
Pennsylvania ranks first.in old rye,
iron and steel, petroleum and coal.
Rhode Island, in proportion to its
size, outranks all other States in value
of manufactures.
South Carolina ranks first in phos-
phates.
Tennessee ranks second in peanuts.
Texas ranks first in cattle and cot-
ton.
Utah ranks thirst in silver.
Vermont ranks fourth in copper.
Virginia ranks first in peanuts.
West Virginia ranks fifth in salt
and coal. ,
Wisconsin ranks second in hope.-
Exchange.
Straws From The Stables.
:Nashville American.;
Milton Young, McGrathiana Stud,
Lexington, Ky., has purchased from
the estate of the late B. F. Pettits,
one-half interest in the 8-year-old
imported brown stallion Pirate of
Penzance, by imp. Prince (*barley,
out of Plunder, by Buccaneer.
In the opinion of R. 0. Rankin, the
well-known Western turf corres-
pondent, Prodigal Son and Prince
Foos° are the most dangerous horses
in the Kentucky Derby. He says
(Vey hae not filled out as well as was
expected, and it is likely he will not
start.
By paying E J. Baldwin a good
sum for Volante, for use if; the stud
in Kentucky, Nick Finser has been
enabled to secure Shelby Barnes to
ride his mare Maori in the Suburban.
Her weight is 107 pounds, and Finrer
has already bet heavily on her. If
this mare is one-two-three, then I'm
no protffiet.
The Australian Cup race, two miles
and a quarter, run at Sydney, on
March 4, was won by Mr. White's 3-
year-old Dreadnaught in 3:591.s, the
fastest time ever made in Australia
for the distance. The American re-
cord for the distance is 3 :58h, made by
Springbok and Preaknees, in a dead
heat at Saratoga, July 29, 1875.
There will' be no monkey business
about the Belle Meade sale. Every
animal will be sold to the highest
bidder. I know personally that the
'sale Is not intended to remit 'in any
by-bidding or the giving of fictitious
values to horses. Gen. Jackson op-
posed the sale from the start, but
Judge Jackson insisted on it.
Big Bill 311cGuigan, "Hopeful,"
writes the Spirit of the Times from
Memphis that Terra Cotta looks like
a 3-year-old, and his legs are to all
appearances clean and sound. He
gallops as if there was not the least
doubt of his :racing again. Jacooin
aloe goes sound, and Santelene and
Little Minch are also in good shape.
The St. Louis pool-room people are
taking time by the forelock. The
Legislature will probably pass a bill
closing the rooms, and in order to
keep their hands in, it is alleged that
a proposition has been made to Presi-
dent Green td have racing every other
day during the summer on the St.
Louis track. It is not unlikely that
the scheme will work.
"Vigilant," of the Spirit of the
Times, says Raaeland will probably
be the favorite in the Brooklyn handi-
cap. Several bets have already been
made, paceland against Kingston.
Gorgo has the beet of the weights
over any horse in the handicap, but
their appears to be some doubt an to
whether she can stay the distance at
the paae they will carry her. For
the Suburban Proctor Knott is more
talked of than any horse in it. 4
The horses,eligible to the Kentucky
Derby are Riley, Successor, Palisade,
Avondale, Prince Fonso, Robespierre,
Lisimony, W. G. Morris,, Honduras,
Prodigal Son, Phoenix, Frontense,
Protection, Swifter, Wattersen, Rose-
mont, Middlestone, Burford, Grayson,
Joe Walton, Outlook, Outright, Fern-
wood, Mary K., Heatherton, Santia-
go, Extravagance, Cadaverous, Port.
law, Caldwetl, Eberlee and Sunny
Brook.
The Astor Millions.
From the Boston Herald.
The estimated annual income of
the Astor estate in New York City is
set at about $12,000,000, its 2,700 dwell-
ing houses atone yield an average
rental of $2,006 a year each, to say
nothing of the income from the root
amount of bushman property and per-
sonalty. In these days of discussion
of social problems, the inquiry nat-
urally arises as to whether this enor-
mous accumulation of landed prop-
erty in the hands of a single family
has proved injurious to the interest
of the community in , which it is
located. The verdict tif competent
observers is that it has not. By a
sound and beneficent system of finan-
ciering, the Astor. have set a good
example to all holders of real prop-
erty, and have helped others to add
to their accumulations. All the
same, we presume the social reform-
ers will dispute this conslusion.
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DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
For County Judge,
THOMAS J. MORROW.
For County Clerk,
WILLIAM COWAN.
For Sheriff,
W. MOSES WEST.
For Jailer,
'GEORGE W. LONG.
For County Attorney,
LARKIN T. BRASHER.
For Asesswor,
DENNIS R. PERRY.
For County School Sept.,
PROP. S. L. FROGGE.
For Coroner,
DR. JOHN L. DULLS.
For Surveyor,
H. P. RIVES.
Tit v: new republic of Brazil is not
starting out very well. Since the re-
public was pronounced a self-consti-
tuted provisional government has
been in charge ot affeirs, and it had
been announced that this provisional
government would continue no longer
than next August, when ea election
would he held of delegates to frame
a constitution. But leis now stated
that the provisional government will
draw up a constitution and submit it
to a vote of the people, which shows
that the members of the provisional
government propose to hold oft to
power and dictate results to suit
themsel vet.
Tire Democratic State Central
Curumittee of Illinois met in Chicago
Thursday evening to select a date and
dace for holding the State Conven-
vention. Springfield was chosen as
the place, and June 4th, as the date
of the convention.. The call for the
convention contains a request upon
couuty conventions to make an ex-
pression of sentiment as to the ad-
visability of nominating a United
States Senator at the State Conven-
tion. The laws of the country do
not permit the election of a United
States Senator by the direct vote of
the people, but the Democrats of
Illinois are strongly in favor of the
nearest parallel to It, which is the
*election of a candidate by a party
convention. In 1868 Abraham Lin-
coln was nominated for the United
States Senate by the Republican
State Convention, and made a
splenilie race considering the fact
that 1-is party was largely in the
minority there. Gen. John M.
Palmer, the leading Democrat of
Illinois, is a strong advocate of this
neethod of nominating Senators, as a
means of giving the masses of the
people a voice in the selection of the
candidates. It is believed that Gen.
Palmer will be the unanimous choice
of his party for this high and honor-
able office.
SENATOR BLAIR Called the attention
of his party to the promise of the Re-
pnblican platfolin to pass his bill,
and said if it failed to keep its prom-
ise that it would put an end to the
party, and he further stated that his
own allegiance to the Republican par-
ty would end with the defeat of his
cherished measure. We think it
would be much to the credit of the
Republican party to defeat his bill,
sad would be about the only com-
mendable thing it has done fora long
time. If Blair should quit his party,
as he threatens to do, he would have
to flock by himself for the Democrat-
ic party does not want him.
REPRESENTATIVE Thorne's tobac-
co bill, which was passed by the low-
er house of the Legislature Friday,
has created a big sensation among
the Louisville warehousemen. A
meeting of the buyers and ware-
housemen was called Saturday and
denounced the provisions of the bill
as objectionable and unfair. A com-
mittee was appointed to visit Frank-
fort, and place before the Senate
committee the interest of the tobac-
co buyers and warehousemen.
Strong efforts will be made to pre-
vent the Senate from palming the bill.
THE Republican majority of the sub-
committee of the United States Sen-
ate elections committee, having in
charge the Montana Senatorial con-
test, has agreed to report in favor of
stealing the seats of Senators Nlagin-
nis and Clarke and giving then' two
Republicans, Sanders awl Powers, in
fate of the fact that the Federal
courts f Montana practically decided
that the Deznoeratic Senators Were
fairly elected. The minority will
make an effort to prevent tile theftby reporting in favor of referring the
whole matter to the people and hold-
in a new ,•lection. This will do no
geoll, however, as the Republican
majority has determined to rob the
Demovratic Senators of their seats
regardless of the law and facts in the
case. It is an infamous proceeding,
but nothing better could be expected.
THERE has long been a popular
;elm-session that the secret executive
sessions of the United States Senate
are not in harmony with free Ameri-
can institutions. That, they are
failures so far as maintaining aboo-
tete secrecy with respect to the pro-
eeedings of the senate in secret ex-
ecutive sessions is clearly shown by
the inability of the Senate investi-
gating Committee to find out the
source through which reports of these
sessions get into the newspapers. As
an :indemocratic custom and a farce
the secret session should be abolished.
The people are entitled to know
what the Senators are doing in a
public capacity.
THE Republican majority of the
Ways and Means Committee are still
at work trying to concoct a tariff bill
that will please the different elements
of the monopolists without reducing
the revenue. It is said that the tea-
-on they have not yet completed the
he job is the division of opinion on I
•que items among the extremista and !
, or three members who would
' e to make a few moderate eaffic-
• • us. Some of the provisions of the
• 'I have leaked out, sod one of them
he protection of American hens
inst the pauper hens of Europe by
. • ,ty of live cents a dozen on eggs
• erteri from abroad. This provie-
is intended to bumbug the farm-
er:, :put it will not succeed.
HOE. JOSEPH CANNON, Chairnian
of the Committee on Appropriations,
Is very much disgusted at the schemes
%Sr public robbery that have been put
upon the calendar by the Republican
meuibers of Congress. He feels that
as chairman of this comMittee, the
odium of the extravagant and thiev-
ing appropriations will rest lion him,
and he is anxious to put the brakes
upon the Republican majority. It is
said that he is trying to get a Repub-
lican caucus for the purpose of mak-
ing an appeal in private against the
schemes of public plunder. The Re-
ublican jobbers, however, number
more than 80 per cent of the Republi-
can side of the House of Represnta-
Rees, and knowing Cannon's plans,
they persistently refuse to sign the
call for a caucus, and in consequence
he is in a quandary. Cannon has the
support of a mere corporal's guard of
honorable Republicans who are op-
posed to the stealages, and this small
ee III not be able to obstruct the
th.eving of the public money. Mr.
Canwin now regrets that he joined
with the jobbers and "looters" of his
own party to manacle the Democratic
party and adopt rules for the govern-
ment of the House calculated to make
plundering easy.
CITIZENS' relief committees have
been formed in San Franscisco and
Scranton, Pa., for the distribution of
food to starving workingmen and
their families. This is a sad com-
mentary upon the effects of the high
tariff.
Fox a month or two accounts of
great destitution and suffering in Da-
kota have betel frequently pu bl imbed,
and as often voatradieted. The
matter was taken up and investiga-
tell by the Red Cross Assoeiation.
The result of the investigation is
given to the public in an appeal on
behalf of live thousaud needy people
in the two Dakotas, by ('Iara Barton,
president of the association, and ask-
ing that aid be furnished to assist
these people. 
Se-Naive Blair is still lambasting
the Jesuits, claiming that they were
exceedingly anxIons to get control
of the schools gbd had determined as
a step to this end to obtain control of
the press. He 'pretends to believe
that the Jesuistical power has sub-
sidized the press, and that therefore
the newspapers will not publish his
interminable speech on the educa-
tional bill. George Francis Train
has heretofore been considered the
boos crank of the United States, but
Senator Blair now far outranko him.
_
Tee lower House of Congress in
Committee of the "Whole rsaturday
cleared the way for a general raid on
the Treasury and passed favorably
upon twelve public building bills,
which will be acted upon to-day in
accordance with the Committee's
recommendations. Only Cn8,b00,000
now remains of the large surplus
w hick was in the United States Treas-
ury when Grover Cleveland retired
from the presideney, and it will not
take the jobbers and sharks long to
get away with that amount.
TnE Louisville Courier-Journal
published yesterday some facts
from Quincey, Florida, regard-
ing the alleged assassination of Unit-
ed States Deputy Marshal Saunders
in Gadsden county, Florida, two or
three weeks ago. The killing appears
to have been the result of a fight,
caused by two much whisky, between
Saunders and a man named Shep-
herd, the two being drunk together
in a buggy, So it seems that politics
had nothing to do with the killing,
and the ravings of bloody-shirt
Chandler should cease.
(See of the unjust provisions of the
Thorne tobacco bill is that which
requires all claims for rebate in sales
made of any tobacco by warehouse-
men or commission merchants, in
which reclamation is r claimed
on the sale of tobacco, ball be made
within sixty days from the date of
the sale, and if not mad within that
time the claim shall be barred by
limitation. This would event the
buyers of tobacco for Eu peen es-
tablishments from having& chance
of reclamation, because it is possi-
ble to ship tobacco to Europe, open
It there, and send reclamation here
within sixty days after purchase.
This would inflict such itrjury upon
their business that theexport tobacco
buyers would abandon the Kentucky
markets altogether awl Make their
purchases at Clarksville, Tenn., Cin-
cinnati and other places where there
was a show of justice. There are
various other unjust provisions which
would tend to break up the tobacco
markets of this State.
TIIM farmers will not be benefitted
by the passage of the Thorne tobacco
bill, for its unfair and oppressive
provisions would be such a burden
upon the warehousemen and buyers
that they could no longer carry on
the business in this State, and the
farmers would then have to ship
their tobacco to markets in other
States at great expense. There can
be no question that the passage of
this bill would prove very disas-
trous to the tobacco growers, and
would drive a large amount of cap-
ital out of Kentucky. The bill has
passed the lower house of tie Legis-
lature, owing, it is believed, to the
fact that is was by ne inhume.' thor-
oughly understood. We 
_sincerely
hope that the Senate .11 give eaclf
provi-eon of the bill its earnest ersn-
sideration and close scrutiny, arid be
convinced that ellelt a law would be
unwise and unjust. Tilt. farmers,
tobaeco buyers and war 'housemen
should unite in an Appeal to their
representatives at Frankfort to pre-
vent the passage of this bill.
REPRESENTATIVE MANSUR, Of
Missouri, has about concluded his re-
port for the niinority en the bill to
admit Idaho into the Union. Flit. re-
port is said to be an extremely tilde
document. The minority will strong-
ly oppose the admission of blithe On
account of that clause of the proposed
Constitution relating to the right of
suffrage, the'right to bold office and
the right to serve on juries. The Re-
publican majority of the committee
approve of the clause which deprives
a citizen of the right of suffrage, dis-
qualifies him from serving on juries,
for criminal conduct imputed to him
when he has not been convicted of
such criminal conduct, while the
Democratic minority insist that no
citizen being otherwise qualified
should be deprived of these rights
and privileges on account of alleged
crime, unless he has been convicted
of such crime by some court of com-
petent jurisdiction, and where the
penalty for such crime is a disquali-
fication. The Offenses for which the
Republican majority propose to dis-
qualify a citizen without his having
been convicted are the offenaes of biga-
my and polygamy, and the aiding or
encouraging the commission of those
offenses. The Democratic minority
very strongly condemn those offen-
ses, but oppose the diefriteehisernent
of any citizen for crime until he lite
been proven guilty of such crime.
Bradfield' Female Regulator
Should be used by the young wom-
an, she who suffers from any disor-
der peculiar to her sex, and at ellange
of life lea powerful tonic; benefits all
who use it. Write the Bradfield Beg.
f'o. Atlanta, Ga. for particular:.
Sold by all druggists.
N the various cities and towns of
Tennessee, where the bucket-shop
flourishes like the green bay tree, the
opponents of gambling are expressing !
much dissatisfaction with the &cis- I
ion of the Supreme Court of that
State which eleehires that the pool-
room busiuese is unlawful and that
the bucket-shop busiues's is not un-
lawful. They regard it as a judicial
distinetiou which discriminates in
favor of one kiwi of gambling and
against another. The pool-room UleU
also "kick" against the unfairness of
titiell a discrimination, and claim that
dealing in futures is a much more de-
moralizing form of gambling than the
pool-room business. It is a very pe-
culiar distinction that the court
makes.
Titre bill for the treat'  of the
State of Vyoniing is now before the
lower house of Congress+) for consider-
ation, and it is understood that the
Republicans will continue working
on it until the matter is disposed ef.
The Democrats will oppose the ad-
mission of Wyoming because of tile
woman suffrage clause in the consti-
tution the Wyoming people adopted.
A very interesting debate is likely to
arise on this matter, and it is proba-
ble that the question of woman suf-
frage will receive very thorough dis-
cussion.
THE idea that raw material in gen-
eral should be admitted free of duty
Is gaining ground and becoming wide-
ly spread. The ferment have asked
for the removal of the tariff burden
from the raw material Imported for
making binder twine. It is stated
that last year 50,000 tons of twine
were on the market, of which 3,000
tons were made of native hemps, the
balance of foreign; so to favor the
producers of 3,000 tons of material the
cons-Whirs were taxed on 47,000 tons.
TIIE impression is growing among
the Demecrats at Washington that
the Republicans have almost aban-
doned the idea of passing a tariff bill
during the present session of Con-
gress, on account of the lack of unity
among the Republican members of
the Ways and Means Committee.
The committee will report a bill of
some sort to the House, but there
seems to be a general doubt whether
they can frame one which will stand
much of a chance of becoming a law.
My t.toniaeh and digestive organs were in achronic state of disorder and my liver andbowels so torpid at times that I had to resortto the most fl astic cathar,lcs, which wouldalways leave me in a delicate condition. Imuttered (TOM general oebility and my whole1dt-worn became deranged. Sick headachesand violent cramps its niv stomach werecom-nee,. seals' frequent skin eruptions. and no
 •n suffered from the wesknesses of our
seX I did. I was under treatment of sevreel physicians and elm used a much adver-tised sarsaparilla without the least apparentrelief, but instead my health becenee ewe*.I reluctantly consented to try Bull's Sweep-urine. The first dose convinced tile that Itwas stronger than any other and t felt awarmth througn my whole system. Before Ihad finished the first bottle I began to im-prove. I have only taken five bottles, andnow my appetite is sple•ndid, my bow" a reed-ier, and wy digestion as go d as :t 4- ver was.My heolaehe and other troubles have cell weland I an, letter than I have been for tenyeare-Ann. I.. Cooke, Mt. Vernon, Ind,
Concord Ripp es.
CONCORD, nv., March 12, 1890.—
Rev. W. M. Hall filled his appoint-
ment at Concord Saturday and Sun-
day; the crowd was small on account
of bad roads.
The Farmers' and Laborers' Union
met last Saturday night; the usual
routine business was transacted and
one member was received. We are
working harmoniously together for
one common cause, and that is 'for
suffering humanity and the advance-
ment of the farming interest of this
country, for when the farmer pros-
pers the mechanic and merchant will
also thrive.
In looking over the Republican
nominations Hind this part of the
county well represented. Mr. A. H.
Anderson, who heads the ticket for
judge, was raised in this neighbor-
hood; Mr. John Boyd, the candidate
for eheriff, was born and raised just a
few miles north of here; Mr. J. C.
Courtney, the candidate for Coroner,
lives in this neighborhood, having
been born and raised here. S
you see that our neighborhood is
bleteled with public men. Dr.
I.illard, col. candidate for Assessor,
I know nothing of, but say God have
mercy on the people of this county
and especially ou the leaders who
take such an active. part in politics.
The wheat is looking very badly, as
the late veld snap came very near
killing it. I hope, however, that it
will vonte out again.
The Ire it ,•rep has been damaged,
and I filer tilt. peaches, ('berries and
pears are all ki/leel. hut I don't think
the apple creep is damaged 1110,11.
Mr. Charles Lacy's little son seems
to be fortunate. He has a father and
mother, two grand-mothers, and
out- grand-father, three great-grand-
mothers and one great-grand-father
all living and some of them very
old.
Mrs. A. F. Davis has been quite
sick for several days, but is somewhat
better.
Mr. W. C. Davis' youngest daugh-
ter, Claudia, has beeu quite feeble for
several weeks, one had a very severe
attack of la grippe that settled on
her lungs.
Mrs. George Goly spent last week
with her daughter, Mrs. A. F. Davis.
She returned home last Saturday.
Mr. James Johnson, one of the
commissioners appointed to settle
up the estate ofjM . C. Davsi, deceased,
has been quite sick and the work had
to be postponed.
We age sorry to lose Rev., James T.
Barrow, He was pastor of Concord
church for nearly seventeen years.
I congratulate the people of Tennessee
upon securing the services of such a
man, for he is not only a pulpit oratorbut a Christian gentleman in every
sense of the word, and I wish him
great success in his new field of labor.
Feossv.
A Never Ending Tale or Fortune.
As usual the Grand monthly draw-
ing of The Louisiana State Lottery
came offon uesday, February 11th.
Ticket No. 04,886 drew the First Cap-ital Prize of $300,000. It was sold intwentieths at $1.00 each, sent to M.
A. Dauphin, New Origins, La.: One
B C. Koztninski & Co., Chicago, Ill.;
one to Malichi J. Good, Boston,
Mass.; one to The National SecurityBank, Boston Maas.; One to John D.
Mayfield and Ed.C.:.-linustesit, Waco,
Texas, one to C. • P. Kramer, 400
Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.; oue to
P. O'Brien, 521 So. 17th St., l'hiladel-
phis, Pa ; one to Correspondentthrough Weil* Fargo & Co's Bank,San F rancisco (*al.; one to Colorado
National Bank, Denver, Col.; ode toWilliam Klein, 931 Enterprise Alley,
McKeesport, Pa., etc. etc. Ticket
No. 44,138 drew the 
,
Caritalitrize of $100,000, also sold in twen-
tieths at $1 each, tine to -J. S. Webb,
Boston, Mass.; one to Western
National Bank, Baltimore, Md., one
to Percy Williams, care W. H. Kug-
ler & Co., Pratt and'Green Sta., Bal-
timore, Md.: one to Nevada Bank,
San Francisco, Cal.; one to C. Nord,
Paxton, Ill.; one ID Edgar Hill, Cin-
cinnati, 0.; one to C. T. Abushon,
De Soto, Me.; one to Bank of Mon-
treal, Brookville, Ont., Canada; one
to John Meyer, cor. Baronne and
Eight St., 1Nsew Orleans, La., etc.
Ticket No. 40,919 drew the Third Cap-
ital Prize of $50,000. It was sold in
quarters at 4.5 each, one to H. A.
Hulburd, Chicago, Ill.; one to
American Express Co., Detriot,
Mich.; andthe rest went elsewhere.
Ticket No. 24,519 drew the Fourth
Capital Prize of $2,000, sold in twenti-
eths at $1.00 each, one to W. P. Ches-
ter, 4891.2 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.;
one to L. Schroeder, 1527 N. 25th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.; one to American
National Bank, Leadville, Col.; one
to Tom. Grassion, Birmingham, Ala.;
son, 
toTetnhne.pornste Nue) ti i.onaar ileily anNit,at.lioanc ka-1
Bank, Montgomery, Ala. ; one to Low-
ry Banking Co., Atlanta, Oa., etc.
The next drawing will take place
luesday, April 16th of which all in-
formation will be furnished on ap-
plication to M. A. Dauphin, New Or-
leans, La.
A CASE or CONSCIENCE.
The Black Record of the Republican
Party.
This somewhat remarkable senti-
ment is communicated to the public
by the Hon. Thomus C. l'iatt through
NIE. Russell it. Harrison's newspaper:
-Tier Republican conscience is so tender
I hut 1t, sometimes fears to do what it knows
seto be right, becau it dreads unjust criti-
.. 
 I
This is a striking observation. A
moment's thought will show every-
body how true it is. Take a sweep-
ing view of tint record of the party
whose conscience, according' to Hon.
Thos. Collier Platt, is so 'sensitive
and shrinking that it fears to do right
lest it may incur unjust criticism—
the party of Belknap and lanilaulet
Williams and Babe:wit and Secor
Robeson, of the Whisky Ring;
MeDonalii. "Sylph,' and the altitu-
dinous goose, of the Salary Grab;
the infamous Force bill, and the
third term conspiracy, 'of old sub-
sidy Pow; Chrietianittatesmanship,
the Credit Mobilier, Black Friday,
San Doniingo and French arms; of
star routes, river and harbor steals,
Boss Shepherd and the safe burglary
conspiracy; of the carpet baggers
maintained by Federal bayonets for
tile plunder of prostrate States; of
Frank Moses, John Patterson, Scott,
Pauline Markham and Warmoth and
the midnight order of Judge Durell:
of addition, division and silence,
practiced as never before on the face
of the earth; of Eliza Plukston and
old Madison Wells; of false counts,
forged electoral certificates and
perjured officers of the law; of states-
men bribed with office to promote
and defend a colossal plot against
free government; of every species of
fraud, every refinement of corrup-
tion, every crime in the whole gamut
from petit larceny to the theft of a
presidency; of every imaginable
enterprise of political rascality, auda-
ciously undertaken, shamelessly
prosecuted and brazened out before
the people with defiant Impudence.
The Republican conscience is
tender indeed! It may sometimes
fear to do right, but when did it ever
fear to do wrong?
We present our compliments to the
Hon. Thomas C. Platt.—[New York
Sun.
TAULBEE DEAD.
The Ex-Congrewetnan Passes Away
and Kincaid is Re-Arreeted
—The Latter Very III.
WASH INUTON , March 12 —Ex-Con-
gressman W. Preston Taulbee, of
Kentucky, who was shot in the head
by Charles E. Kincaid, correspondent
of the Louisville Times, while they
were descending the east staircase in
the House wing of the Capital on the
afternoon of Friday, Feb. is, died
yesterday at the Providence Hospital,
whither he had been removed after
the shooting. Mr. Taulbee had been
unconscious for some time before
death came and the end was painless.
He had been rapidly sinking since
Monday night. Monday he grew so
much worse that the physicians in
attendance knew. be could not last
another day. His family had been
summoned and when be passed away
his brother, Dr. Taulbee; his son, a
young man about 19 years of age; his
brother-in-law, Dr. Bayne, the at-
tending surgeon and Maj. Blackburn,
of Kentucky, were around his bed-
side.
Mr. Kincaid was asleep at his
boarding-house when the police
aroused him yesterday morning and
informed him of Taulbee'd death.
Mr. Kiucaid dressed himself im-
mediately and was taken to the first
precinct station on Twelfth street, be-
low Pennsylvania avenue. A re-
porter visited the station-house soou
after his arrest and fouud him locked
up in the men's cell on the second
floor, looking pale and sickly. He
seemed oblivious to his surroundings.
Momentarily his muscles would
twitch convulsively and a groan
would escape his lips. The awful
strain under which lie has been sub-
jected since the shooting hair told oa
him. He is a wreck of his former
self. As the reporter was about to
leave, the prisoner broke out in sobs
and called for his mother. Within
an bour after his arrest Mr. Kincaid
WWI BO prostrated with nervous ex-
haustion that it was found necessary
to call his regular physician, who re-
mained with him most of the day.
Mr.K incaid's condition is serious,
and it is the opinion of many of his
friends that he will not live to stand
his trial.
A Very Large Percentage
Of the American people are troubled
with a most annoyiug, troublesome
and dileagreable complaint called
"Catarrh." It is not necessary to
be so troubled. It is demonstratedbeyond question that Clarke's Ex-
tract of Flax Pepin ion] Catarrh Cureimmediately relieves and permanent-
ly cures Catarrh. A thorough and
fair trial will convince you.
Use Clarke's Flax Soap for the
Skin. Catarrh Cure $1 00. Soap 2.5
cents. At H. B. Garner's, Pharmacy.
A SAD STORY.
A Young Girl yield. to a Lover and
Goes the Usual Way.
CHATTANOlalA, March 12. — Two
months ago a beautiful girl of 10 sum-
mers, Evaline Hubert, daughter of an
artist of Ooltewah, Tenn.,was seduced
by a prominent lawyer's son In this
city. The seducer provided a room
for the young girl, who previous to
her meeting with him, was innocent
and virtuous, and took up his abode
with her until a few days ago, when
he left unceremoniously for Cleve-
land, Tenn., where he has relatlyee.
The girl was a comparative stranger
in the city, and having startedon the
downward course, she was 'easily
made the prey of a young married
man who has figured prominently as
a member of the fire department and
who deecehtis from one of the first
Tennessee families. This latter ac-
quaintance furnished her the means
necessary to secure a room, where
they were caught together yesterday.
She pleaded guilty in a trial for lewd-
ness and was fined the minimum $2
and emits. While en route to jail she
was rescued by the aforesaid young
man, who gave a check to cover the
amount of the flue and drove her off
in a carriage. They have taken up
another abode and will be arrested
again. Warrants are issued for the
arrest of the young man, who she
cleans, seduced her. Officers made
an eneuceessful effort to find him at
Cleveland last night, and it is thought
he is hiding to escape the process of
the law.
HOW'S THIS?
We offin• One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that coni-
not be cured by taking Hall's Catar,Ei
Cu re.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Props., Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in
all business transactions and finan-
cially able to carry out any obligation
made by their firm.
WEST & TRAUX,Wholesale. Druggists, Toledo, 0.
WALDINO,KINNAN &MARVIN,Wholemle Druggists, Toledo, te
E. H. VAN HOESAN,
cashier Toledo, .N at tonal Ilene , Teledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucus surfaces of the system.
Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
Druggists.
RACY Ith:SOLUTIONw.
The Tobacco Board of Trade Protes.te
.Tile 1.s(g)tanti(n.ceto tit:temTni;.(1,1fn,tirt:Imillet. or this 1
city held a meeting Saturday to pro-
test against tee final lintesage of the,n
lull which itr,,oscs to regu-
late the charges of warehouse.) for
selling the staple. If Mr. Titorne'e
bill liecomem a law, it will prove a
death-blow to Kentucky's greatest in- '
dustry. It is a dangerous step and
will establish a precedent which will
prove a menace to every occupation
and industry. It is no doubt well
meant and its author doubtless labors
under the convietion that it will
give relief and protection to the farm-
er. But there is a principle involved
which is not apparent to the casual
observer, an idea antagonistic to the
spirit of our law, which does not ap-
pear upon the surface. It is an as-
sault upon tile privileges of a class of
citizens, mid an attack upon their in-
dividual rights. A bill proposing
the regulation of merchants' profits
or stipulating the fees of professional
men, would be regarded as a reckless
invasion of (wheats rights and a ould
be resented by every citizen who be-
lieved himself capable of managing
his own affairs without legislative as-
sistance. This bill of Mr. Thorne's
Is no less unjust in its aims, if less
broad iu its effeets. If the
Kentucky Legislature takes
into its own hands the man-
agement and control of one industry
it can with the same justice grasp
every other, and prescribe by law
the form for their operation.
The bill, if it passes the Senate and
meets with the approval of the Gov-
ernor, cannot possibly work good to
anyone, and will prove a burden not
only to the class at which it is aimed,
but to those for whose protection it is
proposed. The text of the bill indi-
cates entire ignorance of the nature
of the evil which it seeks to remedy.
It betrays a surprising lack of Inbar-
niation on the part of its author rela-
tive to the question at issue. It iv full
of glaring inaccuracies and assumed
grievances. It is the work either of
a misguided enthusiast or a danger-
ous'enetuy to the people.
It needs no prophet's eye to see that
the ultimate result, should it be car-
ried, will be &reaction against the fer-
nier, in whose behalf it is proposed.
The resolutions adopted by the
Hopkinsvilleljobacco Board of Trade
set forth, in no uncertain terms, their
opinion of the bill. The revolutions
are as follows:
To THE HONORABLE SENATE AND
HOUSE oF REPRESENTATIVE!! 0F THE
STATE OF KENTUC Ky—Your petition
era, the Hopkinsville Tobacco Board
of Trade, respectfully represent to
your honorable body that the Housebill now before you, known as the
Thorne bill, to regulate charges and
commissions of warehousemen and
commission nierchstitie in the State
of Kentucky, if enacted into a law of
the State will, in tile opinion of this
body, destroy the entire tobacco cow-
mission business of the State, andforce It Into neighboring markets in
adjacent States, where no such hos-
tile legislation is in force. The tobacco
market in Hopkintiville has been in
operation since 1809, maintaining it-
self with difficulty agalast the keen
rivalry of the near by market in
Clarksville, Tenn. An experience of
twenty years in the business hasdemonstrated td us that the rates of
charges and commissions suggestedin the Thorne bill will not cover the
actual cash expenses of selling a hogs-
head of tobacco. This experience
having shown that it costs In labor,
rent and incidental expenses nearly$3 per, hogshead to sell a hogsheal of
tobacco. This estimate omits every
charge to expense account except
such items as are absolutely unavoid-
able. 'tile present compensation to
the warehouiseniau In this marketdogs not exceed from all sources over$4 60, out of which an average expense
of $3.00 is to b- deducted, leaving him
to find his profit for his time, labor,
experience and risks of losses in busi-
ness out of the balanee, $1.50. Thie
now is 50 to 100 per cent. less than or-
dinary tobacco brokers get for buying
tobacco without a cent of capital in-
vested in busieeves. Our charges here
ere already lower than, they are 'isClarksville, Tenn., and welled it diffi-
cult to compete on that aqcount, andif the Thorne Mil becomes alaw lewdt necessitate an immediate
transference of the entire market to
some other point, virtually coutisca-
ting the warehouse property builthere whirh will become valueless for
any other purpose. We would rep-
resent to you that a removal of the
"Break Markets" from the State, forc-ing farmers to seek distant and ex-
pensively reached points to sell their
tobacco, would necesiarialy compelthem to sell loose to country dealers,
who would have a monopoly of the
market and be able still further tohear down prices, or compel thefarmer to pay heavy additionalfreight charges in finding a market.We would suggest to your honorablebody, that the charges for selling to-bacco ere as low as they can be made
consistent with honesty, fairdealing
and sound business's policy, and thatthe active competition between dif-ferent warehouse firm.; telll alwayskeep them so.
There is no ring, combination ortrust in such charges, and they are
controlled simply by an experience
which demonstrates tile real and
reasonable emit of conducting the
buWline"rile.spectfully represent that
_
-
While the bill under consideration
may be well meant, it he unwise. ill-
considered and based upon entireignorance of the facts it undertakesto deal with. It is vague and doubt-fully expressed, and fails to fullydietine what shall be the maximum
charge for Netting a hogshead of to-bacco. It betrays au inexcusableIgnorance In that it undertakes to fix
a charge for "rejecting" tobacco,
when, as a matter of fact. no such
charge has ever been Made upon this
Market, or any other market so far
ati we kuow. When a sale is rejected
n charge is made except the usual
c arge for selling, unless it becomes
n cessary to re-opeu and re-cooper thehogshead in order to get a new sample,
when a charge is made to cover
the ex pense.of taking out a new setu-p e. The assertion made by the
aethor of the bill that charges are
niade for insurance while none islotus' y furnished is au insult and
olptrage to holiest men and can be
si sproved by hundreds of witnesses.
The bill leaves it doubtful whetherineuranee can be charged at all and,If Ithie is true, no bank er other moneylei:liter would advance farmers a cent
upon their tobacco forcing them to
e41 regardless of the market price
*veiling in order to obtain money.Your petitioners bog you will refusetol vote for this bill which is caleula-ted to destroy one of the most neces-
sary arid useful occupations of theState and drive a large amount of
capital out of the State and altinatelybe of no benefit to the very clause
wideli It is intended to benefit.
Hopkinsville Tobacco Board ofTide.
I H. H. ABERNATHY, Pres.
't'. B. FAlICLE1101, See.
I
t the 
York Evening Post con-
cl des a review of Republican
policy in Florida and other Southern
States as follows: The worst feature
of this whole .business is the suspi-
cel n whieli it is impossible to avoid,
th t the Republican politicians really
want to stir up difficulties; that they
like to have an occasional Saunders
tu ' rdered at the South, in order to
" e the Northern heart;" in short,
th t they are making a last desperate,
effbrt to revive the old sectional issue
and escape the new tariff issue which
Only dread.
Blair Says It's all Right.
Mr. S. 0. Blair, Chicago, says:iieare mod not keep house without
"yOur Clarke'e Extract of Flax Skin
"(lure and Cough Cure. We have
ed"u both for numerous troubles,li
"e peciwily for our eh Wild. e recom-
end the Cough Cure to every (awl.
"11 having children. .We used it for
"Whooping Cough with remarkably
"qnick and satisfactory results, and
"tile it for any and every cough theeteeene
 may have." Only one size.
"large bottle. l'riee $1 00. If you
"went the beet toilet soap get Clarke's
"Flax Soap, Iri cents. Ask H. B. Gar-in% Druggist, for thaw preparations.
Civil tweets.* Reform Exemplified,
Nashville American.
Thicker and thicker s needs thle
slime of Matt. Quay over Congress
and the Adininiatration. This cor-
cupte st hoodler that ever disgraced
American polities is dragging the
Republican party with strong handinto the filth which is to him as a
native element. 'I he latest exploit
of isstatesmanship was to make a
corrupt deal with one William B.
Sorsby, through which the latter was
rewarded with an appointment as
Consul General to Ecuador as a pricefor titling his employer's drawer and
placing its isintents in the hands ofQuay for party purposes. Sorsby
was a subordinate on the editorial
staff of the Greenville (Mimi.) Times,
whose editor, McNeely, was Chair-
man of the Congressional Committee
in Congressman Catching's' district.
The letters written by Catching§ to
McNeely were stolen by Sorsby from
his desk, and with them he proceeded
to WashIngthu to drive a bargain
with Quay. The task was an easy
one. Quay and his vassal, Harrison,
paid the consideration demanded by
the thief as the price of his stolen
goods and became particepe COM toils
in the larceny. Sorsby got an Im-
portant and responsible office for no
other reason than that he was a
known thief. And thus are the peo-
ple's offices disposed of under Quay's
administration!
A Scrap of Paper Save* Her Life.
It was just an ordinary scrap of
wrapping paper, but it saved her life.She was in the last stages of con-
sumption, told by physicians that
she was incurable and could live only
a short time; she weighed less than
seventy pounds. On a piste of wrap-ping paper she read of Dr. King'sNew Discovery, and got a samplebottle; it helped her, she bought alarge bottle, it helped her more,bought another and grew better fast.,
continued its use and is now strong,healthy, rosy, plump, weighing 140pounds. For fuller particulars send
stamp to W. H. Cole, Druggist, FortSmith. Trial bottle of this wonder-!Puhladiscovery free, at H. B. Garner's
YOUNG MARRIED PEOPLE
Elopement of Two Youthful Sisters
With Two Very Young Men,
CA7TA1otxia, March 12.—The par
Wuhan of two runaway marriages of
young sisters within four days have
developed here. Miss Kate Peti-
grew, a handsome girl of 16 years,
was married to Mr. Ed Richardson
without the mother's consent, she
claiming that the couple were not
old enough and advising delay. On
Friday Miss Mamie Pettigrew, only
13 years old, was made the wife of
Walter Craft, a 19-year-old boy who
boarded in the house, her mother at
the time being in attendance on a
sick sister. Mrs. Pettigrew is much
distressed about the elopement on ac-
count of the tender ages of all con-
cerned. She instituted inquiries as
to the validity of sue second mar-
riage, but learned that the !swot of
the State allow a boy of 14 or a girl of
12 to commit matrimony.
Peculiar
Peculiar in co:vibe:tattoo, proportion, and
prpparation of ingredients, Hood's Bantai
rule possesses the curative value of the best
known reme- 
oodss dies of thevegetable kingdom.
Peculiar in its strength and economy, Hood's
Sarsaparilla is the only medicine of which can
truly be said. " One Hundred Doses One Dol-
lar." Peculiar in Its medicinal merits, Hood's
Sarsaparilla accomplishes cures hitherto no-
Sarsaparilla andhasitself
the title of "The greatest blood purifier ever
discovered." Peculiar 10 its good name
at home,"-there is more of hood's Sarsa-
parilla sold in Lowell than of all othee
blood purifiers. Peculiar in Its phenomenal
record of 
eculisarsales abroadno other r- preparation
ever attained so rapid?), nor held so
steadfastly the confidence of all classes
of people. Peculiar in the brain-work which
II represents, Hood's Sarsaparilla com-
bines all the knowledge which modern
researcher Itself Ire medical()science has developed,
with many years practical experience is
preparing medicines. Be sure to get only
Hood's Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. six for M. Prepared sawby C.!. HOOD i(X)., Apetbscartes. Lowell. Raft.
100 Doses One Dollar
Scaly Skin DiseasesiTHE EFFECTS OF A STORM.Psoriasis 5 yea's covering face, head
and entire body with white scabs.
Skin red, It, by aid b ceding, Hair
all gone. epent hundreds of dol-lars. Pror•ourced .,,curable, Cur-
ed by Cuticura k medics,
Cured By Cuticura.
51) ,tiset.... te-oritedile first broke out on nayleft cheek. sprd acting acres* my nose, and al-most covering my lace. It ran into my eyes,and the physician was afraid I would loosemy eyesight altogether. It spread all overmy here and nij hair all tell out, unlit I wasentirely temilheadeal; it then broke out on myarms and shouldent, until my arms werejustone sore. It covered iny entire body, myface, head and shoulder being the worst.The white scabs fell eonstantly from myhead, shoulders and arms; the skin wouldthicken and be red and very itchy, and wouldWeek and bleed if scratched. Alter spendingany hundreds utdollars. I was pronouncedocarabie. I heard of the Cerly to ISA Mug-bile, and after 1.11111111 two bottles CISTICURAHameii.vicarr, I could see a change; and alterIliad taken tour bottles. I was almost cured;and when I had used six bottles of CUTiel: ItAliltieeiLV Key and one box of KA, andone cake of VTR:URA !SOAP, I was cured ofUNI dreadful disease from which I had cutter-so br live years. I thought the diewedueewould leave Nery deep scar, but the C t:-SA Ran SDI all cured it without my rears. 1cannot express with a pen what 1 suffered be-fore using the CUTICIMA Raw aware. Theyweed ney life, and I feel it my duty to recent-meud them. My hair IN weltered as good asever, and No is my yessight. I know of otherswho have received great benefit trona theirure.
Mrs. /inieJA KELLY. Rock spell City, Iowa.
Cuticura Resolvent
The new Rood Purifier and purest and beatof H utnor Remedies. Interualiy,and CCTIC V-AA, the great nein Cure.sad CUTICUKA Soaran exquisite Skill Beautifier, externally,ePeodilY, perneanently and economicallyCure in early life itching, burning, bleeding,scaly, crusted. pimply, scrofuloua and hered-itary humors with lore of hair, thus avoid-ing years of torture and disfiguration. Par-ents, remembertels: cures in childhood arepermanent.
Sold everywhere. Price, CeelettaA, 50e;Soap, Be.; hittso MitT, SI. Prepared by thePOTTLK LILCO AND CURNICAL CORPoRA-Tion, Boston, Mass.
Sgr-hend for "HoWtOCure Skin Diseases,'64 pages. folf Illustrations, and WO testimonials.
PIMPLE" black-heads, chapped and oilyskin prevented by CUTICUlt• tke•P.
It STOPS THE PAIN.
Beek ache, kidney pain, weak-ness, rheumatism, and muscularpatine relieved In one minute bythe C1'711-I'MA ANT/-PA /X ?Lam-ent. The fled and only instantaneous pain-tiding plaster.
Junius C. McDavitt,
DENTIST,
Office: Over Kelley's Jewelry Store,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Far Clerk of Court of Appeal..
Ws are authorised to announce
(JEOFtGE H. MADDEN
sa a eandidate for Clerk of the Court of Ap-peals, aubject to the action of the DemocraticDominating primary or convention.
We are authorised to announce
MR. JAMES B. MARTIN.
of Barren county, as *candidate for the orneeof Clerk of the Court cat Appeals of Kentucky.subject to the action of the Democrat tc party
ALESMEN
11WANT ED.
A cyclone of low prices has struck nearly-every departmentin cur store. The first articles the storm came in
contact with were our immense stock of
131311128, Ladies' and Gents' Uildorwor
to canvass for the sal. of Nursery Stock'Steady employment guaranteed. (toolsPAY for suecessful men. Apply at oncestating age. Mention this paper
ALABAMA NURSER) CtIMPANY.2-7-2m. HU NTSV ILLS. ALA.
Public Notice.
Having reeons(dered my former nineteen!,
ment for jailer of Christian county, subjectto the action of the Democratic party, andthrough 'he advice of my mas• friends, Ihereby announce myself es an Independentcandidate for the above °Mee.
tteseeettut ly.
J. D. GOOrd
I drink at
sickettee lee I.
Jugs
AND
Bottles
—FREE—
Don't
The shock was so severe that it has caused the largest
amount of Remnants you ever saw to be spread upon our
center counter, and all must go at cost. From .these thelightning spread throughout the building, knocking downprices on
For the Choicest Wines, Liquors,
Beer, or Rye Whisky 12 years old
at 1.5 cents a drink call at
Davis & 11!- ketts,
Yihite Goo, ilimbui bce hien% iiits, Co1hr acCift,
NEXT DOOR TO NEW ERA.
They Will treat you fair and appre-
ciate your patronage. Bourbon Whis-
ky, red or white, $150 to $400 Per
or 50o. per quart up.
Free Lunch at all Hours.
ad nexpecting the house would soon be full of customers,it sprang up stairs to escape through a window and stum-bled over a remnant of Clothing, priced them downleasthan cost and then complimenting our stock of
BEAUTIFUL CARPETS and RUGS
came down the back stairway, jumped into a case of
LOVELY FRENCH SAIEENS,
put them on sale and left orders that after Aptil 1st no
more tickets should be given out, and then put on a pair
of that grand old man
EMERSON'S HAND-MADE SHOES,
and took a pair of Stribley's Ladies' $2.00 Custom-madeShoes for his wife and lit out to talk for
JONES & CO.
Central...Tobacco.'.Warehouse,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
H. H. AIEL_RNATHY, Proprietor.
Personal attention paid to sampling and selling tobacco.
Union Tobacco Warehouse.
East Commerce Street, Near Passenger Depot, CLARKSVILLE, TENN.ter NIA lik Soca HOotell gang UNION roascco wAREHorsE.-les
DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS.
 :o: 
Itt. Leth(1,eit e.mtelid. T,eKnn).A V 121000PARTCP Ir., Preget, 
Dresden, Tenn.
is. la. BROWDER. Vice- Preel. ..A. F.. (i ARDINZ Ft, SoCretary,
K. IC boas., %Voodford, Tents. W. W. OILL,0:nistead. Ky., ll . .. . . . 1 EA &Laren:I:testate coiomum,Teitteenn.
J 
C. D. BMA., 
 
Douglas, Ky. 
i.M.1 . ratesitaer, . .
nose. HoDoill. lirsOey. Ky.
 
 Lajille'maa°°!okbe-b, '±*Kknyn)l.:Li;..HA.1)..jW:einr"igerwalrri .... .... .
.. Guthrie. Es'.C. P. WA/41,11[1.D, Superintendent, Clarksville. TennCash advanced on Tobacco in More, bill lading or in the hands of responsible farmers.All Tobacco insured while In store at the expense of owner. except where there is ro ad-vane, and then without written orders not to insure. Clore attention given to sum lei ng andselling, and prompt remittance made.
-
HOPKINSVILLE
MACHINE WORKS,
CORNER LIBERTY and EIGHTH STREETS.
Repairing of—
Engines, Boilers, Threshers,
SAW MILLS AND MILLINC MACHINERY
A SPECIALTY—
A full Supply of
BRASS AND STEAM FITTINGS,
"Perfectiol Elevator Purifying Pumps,
Cistern Tops. Tob3,003 Screws, Etc.
Charges Reasonable and work guaranteed.
A share of your patronage solicited.
Respectfully,
John J. Metcalfe.
SHOES'
Big Sacrifice of
BOOTS AND SHOES
.11k.t the
ASSIGNEE'S SALEc.m-s
Bowe.
Ladies' hand-turned French Kid Shoes, Common Sense and Opera, former price $6 00, now $3 5041 14 
4 50, now 3 00• Dongola Shoes, Common Sense and Opera, former
- 4 OU, now 275Ladies' tine French Kid, patent-leather tip, Common Sense, French make, former
4 00, now 250
3 50, now 225
$200
200
1
100
6 50 and 6 00
a 400
price
price 
- 
- 
-Laaies' fine Kid, Common Sense and Opera Shoes, former price
All Ladies' s3 00 Shoes must go for
All Ladies' 2 60 Shoes must go for -
All Ladies' 2 00 Shoes marked down to
All the best 1 50 Shoes go for
Best makes of Men Shoes, such as Hanan & Son, H. Hess & Bro , former price
now go at
Harlan & Son's $5 00 Shoes to close at 
 
W. L. Douglass' $4 00 Hand Welt to close at 
W. L. 1) uglasie $3 00 Shoes reduced to .....
.... $3 50 I Other makes of $3 50 and- $3 00 Shoes reduced to
 
 3 00 1 Best makes of $2 00 Shoeie reduced to
•.! 25 I Beet makes cif 11 50 Shoes reduced to 
BIG BARGAINS IN ODDS AND ENDS.
.1
1
I is
Special low prices on
Laundered licUnlaunderedShiris
Fine $2 00 Dress Shirts  
Fine 1 75 Dress Shirts 
Fine 1 50 Deese Shirts 
Gold Laundered Shirty, 
Gold Unlaundered Shirts
Assignee's price, $1 50
1 25
100
100
75
Silver Laundered Shirts 
Silver Unlaundered Shirts 
Boys' Unlaundered Shirts. 
Linen Collars, all styles. 
Celluloid Collars, all styles
Big reduction on clothing at the &soignee Sale of
' 76
00
37 Li
10
FRA_IVIEILe'S SONTS.
e-
4. a.
"6-
Vse le see
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THE NEW ERA._ 1,1enet garnet:too.
-rut. Ltstimo BY- Renshaw &
 Brasber, furniture
irso Era Priming and piddink„ng co. t!stlers and undert
akers. w-tf
Take youi poultry, eggs, etc., to
:Geo. E. Fox for highest cash prices.
ViIl White, col., was fined 130 In
the circuit court this moruing for re-
tailing spirits.
Mrs. C. H. Deitrieh is quite sick
from a relapse of the grip.
FOR RENT-A desirable. cottage.
Apply to Dr. Andrew Seargeut.
Go to Thompson & Meador for, wall
paper, and house furnishing goods.
Dr. J. A. Sout .all, over First Nat'l
Bank. Teleptioue office anti residence.
Dr. Guuu-Office over City Bank.
Telephone-Office and tea deuce.
Jan. 4. tf.
Dr. A. C. Caperton will preach in
the Baptist ghurch at Pembroke next
Sunday morning.
Miss Julia Arnold is suffering from
a second attack of the grip and is un-
able to teach her classes.
111 A ?NAM.
sijsiiievel al ..iso Puemegoi is }Lapidary/AK as
essoisesi elms matter.
1101 Friday, March 14,
sums tsars 1.,x-tEt4.
Gentry Hillman, of Trigg county,
Is in the city.
Mrs. P. C. Richardson spent Tues-
day in Nashville.
Nat Wright has taken a position
with John Moayon.
Mr. Max Moayon is up again af-
ter a brIef Hitless.
R. F. Rives, a prominent farmer of
the Casky vicinity, was in the city
3 earerday.
R. J Carothers, a leading farmer,
of the Lafayette vicinity, is ia the
city to-day.
Mr. J. N. Shia:, of White Plains,
was a pleasant caller at the NEW
ERA office Moudsy.
Mrs. H. F. McCarny has returned
to her home in Princeton after a
'dement visit to relatives in this city.
Mrs. John 0. Rust returned last
evening from a pleasanS visit to rela-
tives in Frankfort.
Mr. J. H. Anderson will return this
eveutog from an extended business
trip to the Eastern markets.
Miss Bessie CamiOell, it popular
young belie, of Paduesh, is visiting
her grand-mother Mrs. Wheeler.
Thos. Jones returned Wednesday
from the East, *here he had been to
purchase spring and summer goods.
Mr. Zan Tribbel returned yeett.i day
from L oisville where he dispo-td of
a car load of cattle at a handsome
profi:.
Mrs E. B. Bassett left 3esterday
for Louisville in response to a
grant announcing the illness of her
father.
Mr. Joe Frankel left yesteday
for Louisville, Cincinnati and the
J.:astern cities. Mr. Frankel is acs
eompanled by hie fatally.
Some of the moat prominent citizens
have I cell cured of chrouic rheuma-
tism by that wonderful pain-banish-
er-Satvation Oil. .Price 25 cents.
"Why, Jones, what a ho(Cree you
have in your throat!" "Yee, I raised
ft from a col(d;t in my head. I've
too much live stuck." "Well, hi..
cures like; Dr. Bull's Coligh Syrup
will cure you. The Bull will quickly
seam the ho s;rse away."
A Rig C..uw•erii.
We wish to call attention, in this
issue, to the advertisement of the
immense manufacturing establish-
ment, Implement and seed store of
Forbes & Bro. They keep constantly
employed over one hundred men,
salesmen and skilled mechanics.
They pay out yearly thousands of
dollars in wave, which is kept at
home and paid directly to our Farm-
ers and Merchants. Again, Forbes
& Bro. have had eighteen years ex-
perience in their special lines and
thoroughly understand how and
when to buy goods at the lowest
prices. They buy only in large
quantities, thereby getting quantity
prices and car load rates. Their
facilities are not Burt:wowed for build-
ing houses, manufacturing wagons,
etc. Their ptaining mills have all
the latest and most expensive ma
chiuery. They employ only skilled
mechanics. Their reputation for
doing first class work auddoing work
promptly is a fact conceded. Their
stock of :umber, sash, doors and
bliutis is large and complete.
A large stock of wagons, plows,
Precis and all kinds of Farmers and
Builders Hardware. They expect to
roll goodis cheaper, and do work
more promptly than ever before.
This is a home ibstituti•a, working
for the beet interest of home people,
both county and city, and should be
liberally patronizsd.
Why let the baby suffer and per-
hap* die, when a bottle of Dr. Bull's
Baby Syrup would at once relieve it
and effect a cure. Only 25 cents a
dml sibetobe. .
#04Persons of sedentary habits, and
vierworked find in Laxador a speci-
e for want of appetite, palpitation,
debility, constipation and many
. other ailituents. At all druggists.
Price 2.5 cents.
1.00 rely Bonds.
By request. I herewith state that
the outstanding bonded indebtedness
et this county remaining unpaid, in
one hundred and eight bonds, one
thousand dollars each. This is about
correct. The present Sherifftna have
one -r two. I will add, the 'thereat
has all been paid at maturity.
Meh. 10th, l90. 0. S. BROWN,
Ex-Collettor.
Miss Katie McDaniel has been
quite sick for several days and is yet
unable to take her class at the public
schools.
Geo. E. Fox has opened a branch
house in the Bonte Warehouse, and
will pay highest cash prices for eggs,
poultry, etc.
Marriage license was issued to Mr.
L. R. Cater and Miss Ellen Brasher.
Both parties reside in the country.
Messrs. W. T. Radford tt Son.,
shipped several car loads of flue hogs
from their Pembroke stock farm this
morning.
Geo. E. Fox wishes a ear load of
eggs, poultry, etc.. every week. Bout*
Warehouse. Cash paid.
Advertisers will do well to remem-
ber that the NEW Eros will hereafter
be issued as a double•number on Satur-
day. It will be read by more people
than any other paper published in
Hopkinsville.
Messrs Wyly & Burnett, the enter-
prising young Main Street druggists,
are having the iuteriof of their house
improved and re-furnished.
Saturday's NEW ERA will contain
an original poem, written for it by
Mrs. Nellie Marshall McAfee, the
gifted Louisville authress.
Bernard Smith and George Fisher
were before the city court this morn-
ing, charged with drunkenness.
They were tined $.5 CO and cost, each.
Mr. S. T. Winfrec, celebrated Tais
seventy-first birthday, Sunday at
his home near Casky. The entire
family was present and gathered
around a bountiful board.
LOST OR STOLK.N.-On Monday,
March 3rd, one tau shepard dog, very
sprightly and answers to the name
of "Shep. ' If returned to W. B.
Kennedy, at rock bridge ittemmery,
a liberal reward will be paid.
Removars.-Miss Alice Hayes has
moved her stock of millinery goods
to Ninth St., next door to post-office,
where she will be pleased to have her
lady friends call and examine her
elegant stock of new goods.
Merrill Williams, a white man liv-
ing on the farm of M. Benue just out
of the city limits, died very suddenly
Saturday night. It is thought that
he was stricken with appoplexy
Mr. U. C. Hartridge iuvites the
public to his elegant shaving parlor,
over Hooser & Ballard's, J. Lieber's
old stand. All work done neatly and
satisfaction guaranteed. Call on him.
mar.lid2t.
Aaron Adams, a colored man, was
arrested Tuesday on a charge of
breach of peace. He was brought
before the city court this morning
and a tine of 15 and coat was assessed
against him.
John Cheany was arrested yester-
/ay on a warrant svroru out by Mort
Hubbard charging him with breach
of the peace. He was taken before
Judge Winfree who recognized him
for his appearance before Squire Tin-
sley to-day.
Dr. E. F. Bickley, a distinguished
veterinary surgeon of Chicago, has
written to Mr. L. L. Buckner of this
citystating that he will locate in
HopkinsTille at an early date for the
practice of his profession.
Jake Lieber, late of this city, now
a citizen of Clarksville, Tenn., was
here yesterday to perfect arrange-
ments for returning to Hopkiusville.
He will probably locate at his old
stand over Hoover's store. •
Young Paul Ellis was brought home
by his father Friday in a criti-
cal mental condition. Ha was found
at Pescher's Mill, Teun., and taken
into custody by Mr. liambaugh. The
young man's misfortune is attributed
to continued ilrhealth.
Young G ilderoy.
W. H. West & Co., proprietors of
the thoroughbred premium Jack, Gil-
deroy, have been at the expense of
having a handsome engraving of the
splendid animal prepared. This en-
graving, which may be seen in their
advertisement, is a thorough picture
showing his strong points and perfect
outline with striking accuracy. Gil-
decoy is a black Sapnish jack bred by
the late . M. Bell, of Todd county.
He was sired by Old Gilderoy, a
thoroughbred Eilpanieh jack, by im-
ported Monoerat and out of • jennett
imported from Spain.
Young Gilderoy's pedigree on his
mother's side can be traced in an uu-
brokeu line back to imported Black
Monarch, ad Star of the West.
Christian county farmers are now
alive to the fact that it does not pay
to breed to inferior animals. The
finest stock must spring from the best
blood just as the beet crops spring
from the most vertile soil. Southern
Kentucky is rapidly becoming a stock
country and Christian county is well
up in the procession. Experience and
observation prove conclusively that
stock will in a few years become the
principal source of revenue to the far-
mers of this and adjoining counties.
There is always a demand for fine
horses and mules, and the prices
which they command show very
clearly the benefits to be derived from
breeding to animals of approved
pedigree. It was with a keowledgct
of the Increasing interest in higher
breeding that Messrs. West & Co.,
purchased young Gilderoy. For fur-
ther particulars concerning this an-
imal see advertisement.
$500 Reward offered by the proprie-
tors of Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy
for an incurable ease.
Court Collings.
The following etteeeive're disposed
of in the circuit court Tuesday:
Commonwealth against Davis &
Wills for retailing, submitted to the
court. Davis was fined $20 and the
jndictrnent as against George Will.
dismissed.
Three other cases charging the same
defendants with conducting a tip-
pling house and submitted, and in
each ease Davis was tined $60 and
costs, and indictments as against
Wills dismissed.
Only oue candidate for a slice of
the surplus appeared before the pet-
ition board for examination yesterday.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is a purely
vegetable preparatit n, being free
from injurious ingredients. It is
peculiar in its curative power.
The New Foto of Saturday oil'
contain ti pages and will be full of
valuable reading matter, local, gen-
eral and miscellaneous.
Charley Driver and Miss Mamie
Moore, both of this city, were married
Wedaeolay at the residence of the
bride's mother; on J eau psi mantle.
Jim Younglove and Alex Loehr
were arrested yesterday for drunken-
ness. They were Waved under bond
for appearance before the eity eetirt
Monday.
Again the NEW Etta must impress
upon the minds of aspiring anti "am-
bitious young authors," that anony-
mous comunications, however well-
written and innocent in their nature,
cannot be noticed.
The Now of the Commonwealth
against Harry Nixon, indicted for
breaking into the store of J. E. Croft,
came up for trial yestsrday. The
taking of testimony consumed a
greater part of the day and the case
has not yet been given to the jury.
Owing to the high water at Ashley
Ill., the Illinois Central passenger
trains from Chicago to New Orleans
are compelled to pass over the Hen
derson Division of the L. & N., in
order to reach Memphis. Three
through passenger trains of the I. C.
system passed this point yesterday.
At Cairo Illinois the track is under
water for a distance of several miles
and it is impossible to effect a trans-
fer.
Mr. A. D. Rogers is in receipt of a
letter from the manager of Hon.
Henry Wattersoh's lecturing tour,
stating that Mr. Watterson can be
engaged for one night during the
first week in April. There are many
people here who would like to hear
the eminent journalist and scholar
in his new lecture "Money and
Morals," and if he is engaged the
management will run no risk what-
ever.
Mr. George E. Fox, a well-known
commission merchant, of Evansville,
will open a branch establishment in
this city at an early date. He has
leased a store room in the Herd
Block on sixth street, where he will
receive consignments in produce
hides, etc. There is no reason
why Mr. Fox should not succeed in
this line, as Christian county is a
fine field for the successful operation
of an extensive produce house.
Dr. Patton and Mr. Nat Geither
backed by several local capitalists, are
at the head of a movement looking to
the organization of an International,
Building and Loan Association, with
headquarters in this city. The capi-
tal stock of the proposed Association
will be $10,000,000. The preliminary
steps have been taken and the pro-
moters feel highly encouraged at the
flattering assurances of success. An
organization will be effected at once.
A. B. Jenkins was tried before
Judge W'infree Saturday on a
warrant sworn out by Howard
Duvall, charging hilt{ with assault.
The difficulty occured two weeks
ago and originated over a contract
involving an insignificant amount
Jenkins it was charged attempted to
use a knife on his adversary. The
case was tried on a jury and the de-
fendant was fined $5.
A short time ago the Western
A eylum purchased through Messrs.
Thompson & McReynolds, of this
city, a large number of mattresses
for use of inmates of the institution.
The goods were made by a firm at
Terre Haute, Indiana, according to
instructions from the Hopkinsville
firm. A few days since they were
shipped by the L & N. railroad
company and received at this point.
To the surprise of every one in-
terested, the freight bill amounted to
$182.40 or more than half the original
cost of the mattresses. But the State
must pay the bill, and will be paid
without a murmur. This is but a
single instance of the L.dt N's friend-
ly feeling for Hopkinaville.
Mr. J. J. Allen was notified this
mot ning of his appointment to a store
keeper-gauger's place in the revenue
service under Collector Feland. Mr.
Allen will forward his bond without
delay and qualify for service as soon
as it has been acted upon.
Tinie Wilson, colored, was arrest-
ed on a warrant sworn out by the
Commonwealth charging him with
stealing a quantity of whiskey. Wil-
son is now in jail awaitiug the grand
jury's action. He will bs indicted for
petit larceny.
What promises to be a very inter-
esting and successful revival was in-
augurated at the Christian church
yesterday. Elder Lucas, whose rep-
utation as a scholar an orator and
evangelist is well-known, will con-
duct the meetings.
George M. Clark, a young man do-
ing a grocery and liquor business at
hiracey made an assignment Tuesday
evening for the benefit of his credi-
tors. His brother, C. It. Clark, of
this city, Is made assignee and will
wind up the affairs. The liabilities
will be about $1,200 while the assets
will not exceed half that amount.
It is understood that the local physi-
cians are taking steps looking to the
organization of a society for the mu-
tual improvement and protection.
None but Ilopkinsville physicians of
the AlIpathic school will be eligible
to nsedhbership. The society will
probably be named in honor of the
late It. M. Fairleigh, M. D.
The NEW ERA stated Friday
upon what it regarded as good au-
thority that young Paul Ellis, whose
eccentric conduct of late has been a
general topic of conversation, was
brought home from Peacher's Mill in
a critical mental condition. The
young man's family deny that his
mind is impaired. He says that his
trip Was on a matter of business.
Mr. George E. Fox, the leading
commission merchant of Evansville,
is in the city to-day to perfect ar-
rangement for opening his branch
establishment in this city. Mr. Fox
is a thoroughly energetic and compe-
tent young man and the success of
his Hopkinsville house is already as-
sured He will be located in the
Bonte building, on Eighth street, and
will be ready for business at once.
The argument in the McKnight case
Wills McKnight, c. c. d. w., contin- was concluded Tuesday by Mr.
ued at the instance of common- Garnett for the Stat
e. The jury was
wealth's attorney. I out with the ca
se until 12 o'clock
John W. and Warner Henderson, when a verdict wa
s rendered fixing
gaming; tried by jury and fined *10 the punishment at 12 years in the
each. I State prison. Mr
. Bell, on behalf of
Ed Tucker, retailing; continued o
nI the defendant, excepted to the verdict
motion of the commonwealth's at- and the c
ourt's instructions to the
torney. 1 j tity. The case will be appealed.
•
Now, Give Attention
To the purification of your blood, for
at no season is the body so suscepti-
ble to the benefits to be derived from
a good medicine, as in March, April
and May. Hood's Sarsaparilla is the
people's favorite spring medicine..
It stands unequalled for purifying
the blood, curing scrofula, salt
rheum, etc., regulating the kidneys
and liver, repairing nerve tissues,
strengtuheing and invigorating the
whole body, as well as checking the
progress of acute and chronic disease.
and restoring the afflicted parts to a
natural, healthy conaition. If you
have never tried Hood's Sarsaparillla
for your. "spring medicine," do so
this mouton.
A STREET DISASTER.
Charms Keg*.
Encie George Long, the genet
' jailer of Christian county, mentioned
I an incident to a NEW ERA reporter
I Wednesday, which illustrates and
proves the powerful -hold which
superstition has upon the minds of •
majority of the colored citizens. He
says that on the person of each of the
five negroes arrested last year for
complicity in the murder of l'ike
Radford, • ear Herndon, a small
charm bag Was found. There "charm
bags," which in the simple nitride of
!their owners, possessed such magic
I virtue, were made of red flannel rags.
In each was found a small lump of
coal, a turkey feather wrapped tight-
ly with a red string, two pebbles, .
and a piece of dried bone. They had
doubtless been prepared by plume
ueighborhood "hoo-doe-doetor," who
I found no difficulty the eonvineing
his innocent patrons that they were
true-talismans with rare power over
evil. Perhaps these misguided chil-
dren of superstition attributed their
release from cusiody to 016 virtue of
their infallible charm bags. And
we send missiouarys to the heathen.
Ringing Noises
In the ears sometimes a roaring
buzzing sound are caused by catarrh,
that exceedingly disagreeable aud
very corn 111011 disease. L088 Of Sillell
or hearing also result from catarrh.
Hood's Sarsaparilla, the great blood
purifier, in a peculiarly successful
remedy for this disease, which It
cures by purifying the beiod. If you
suffer from catarrh, try Hood
Sarsaparilla, the peculiar medicine.
'the Tobacco Bill.
!Loulsell' e Courier-Journal.]
The bill to regulate the tobacco
business, introduced by Mr. Thorne,
sad passed 88 a personal tribute to
him, with little opposition, afTtcts
not simply the warehousemen but
every producer in the State.
The Louisville Tobacco Board of
Trade has the confidence alike of the
buyer and seller. Only a year ago
the warehousemen refused to adopt
certain regulations demanded by the
representatives of the chief manufae-
turere, because they believed these
changes injurious to the grovrers
throughout the State.
What Louisville refused Cincin-
nati granted, yet the Thorne bill,
which can not reach the Cincinnati
dealers, is a blow at Louisville,
Paducah, Hopkinsville and every
tobiceo market in Kentucky, which
will redound to the interest of Cin-
cinnati.
The foreign representatives de-
clare that, if the bill passes, they will
be compelled to withdraw from Ken-
tusky markets. This- will force our
tobacco to St. Louis or Cincinnati, or
it will result in a surplusou the home
market, which will lower the price of
every pound raised.
The bill should receive more care
ful attention than has been _given to
it, especially from the members who
repreosnt the tobacco growing dis-
tricts, for the effect of the bill, as it
stands, may, in the face of the good
inteatious of Mr. Thorne, injure seri-
ously and irretrievably, one of the
most profitable branches of agricul-
ture. The Courier Jonrnal simply
asks further deliberation on a subject
of such importance.
A Redistricting Gill.
stanford, Ky., Journal.
The legislature is considering a bill
to redistrict the State, which will
make all the districts certain for the
election of democratic Congressmen,
except one-the 11th, and that is to
be made more intensely republican
by Cie addition of other counties that
are joined to that idol and the lopping
off of such democratic strongholds as
Barren, Hart, Taylor, &c. That dis-
trict would then stand about as fol-
lows: Adair, Casey, Pulaski, Rus-
sell, Wayne, Whitley, Bell, Clay,
Harlan, Knox, ',etcher, Perry, Jack-
son, Laurel and Clinton. Total vote,
30,779. Republican noijority, 9,111.
It will be seeu that three of the Re-
publican counties of the 8th district
are transferred to more congenial
compasy, which would then be thus:
Anderson, Boyle, Garrard, J eseam i
Lincoln, Madison, Mercer, Rock-
castle., Shelby and Spencer. Total
vote 27,0111. Democratic majority,
2,741. There are but little changes in
the other districts, except that the
10th is made to show a dentoeratic
majority of 2,464 and the 9th, 1,738.
The arrangement makes the districts
in better shape geographically, as well
as politically speaking, and it ivhop-
ed that the bill will become a law.
A Strange Adventure of a Carriage-
Miraculous Escape of
Its Occupants.
A "carriage casualty" of no small
e0DfleeitleDee occurred Tuesday night
on Main street, in front of the Opera
House. What might have proved a
serious, and perhaps fatal disaster
was only averted by the wonderful
presence of mind of these who seemed
to have been marked victims.
As Mr. L. L. Buckner and Dr.
Medley were driving a spirited horse
down Main street, a shaft became de-
tached, and striking the animal's
heels with considerable force, caused
it to begin rearing, r plunging and
kicking. The united strength of both
gentlemen was insufficient to curb
the animal, and it dashed at a furious
pace down the street. A hack had
just driven up to the foot of the Opera
House steps, and its occupants, Mr.
Ben Campbell and Miss Cora Petree,
were about to alight from it when
suddenly the frightened home dashed
against it with such force as to crush
in the glass windows and overturn
the ponderous vehicle. The occu-
pants of the hack were thrown vio-
lently from their seats, and while the
horse was struggling with his head
and shoulders through the windows,
managed to extrieate themselves
from the perilous position.
Mr. Buckner and Dr. Medley were
both thrown to the street, but the
former never released his hold of the
reins notwithstanding he was bruised
from violent contact with the stones
and frequent kicks from the home.
Dr. Medley was picked up in an al-
most insensible condition and carried
to the nearest drug store. His face
was severely cut and his side bruised
considerably, but further than this,
he was uninjured.
Mr. Buckner, with the assistance
of others who were attracted to the
scene, finally succeeded in quieting
the horse. The hack, whiell was one
of the handsomest vehicles in the city
before the accident, was a complete
wreck, every window being shattered
and the sprisev utterly demolished.
Mr. Buckner was the chief suffer-
er from a pecuniary point, as both the
vehicles were his property. The
horses attached to the hack made no
effort to run, but remained perfectly
quiet during the melee. The animal
driven by Mr. Buckner was severely
cut by the glass and had his shoulder
badly injured. Mr. Buckner'm loss
will not bejess than $300.
We moved here recently and the druggist
Kaki he didn't have any le% Bull's Worm sea-
troyers, but when I said I wouldn't have any
other, he said WOU d get some In a few
days, and se, he did. I know what Dr. Bull's
Worm Destroyers will do, and will not give
my ehildren any other.--Mis. J. Blair,
Burton. Cal.
The Women: God Bleats Them!
What would the world lw without women'?
Our mothers, our sisters and our wives-what
view id there be without them in life worth 11•-
Inv! And yet whom ihs We neglect PO cruel ly?(Jur horses and our cattle are earefutly shel-
tered and fed, and their arstsystimonis of ail -
int? tilt-en quick attention. But our best
friend"' among the 'gentler sex grow thin and
pale before our very eyes, and became they
do not complain we fail t males. 4 di let
the ntist fail from our eyes and let us realize
how weak and fragile Is woman, and how
zealous we should le. in their behalf when It
comes to quest ion .4 ht-alt h. Let us remem-
ber that for thin, pale wan I.e.king women
Dr. Jots n Itti us Sarsaparilla I. jtimt their need.
It will make their cheeks rosy and they will
grow in atrength cliii flesh.--Galuesv Illie
Asi vocals.
Sinking Fork Items
SINKING FORK, KY., Marell 11.-
Mr. Walter Hill of your city was
visiting relatives in this neighbor-
hood last Sunday.
Mrs. Emma Higgins, of Lyon coun-
ty, is the guest of her father Rev. J.
N. Spurlin.
Mr. Wallace Wood, of Bellview, was
the guest of Mr. Scott Sizemore last
Sunday. -
Mrs. It. W'. Vaughn is very sick.
Esq. J. M. Renshaw united the
hearts and hands of Miss Lela Mar-
quess and Wm. Ferrel at the resi-
dence of the bride's father last Wed-
nesday.
Mr. F. M. Stephens went to 3 our
city to-day.
Miss Edna Wood, the belle of the
Belleview neighborhood, is visiting
M1148 Maggie Vaughn.
Born to tte wife of James Young-
love a bouncing baby girl.
Miss Lizzie Simpson is visiting the
family of George Simpson this week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Smith visited
the family of It. W. Vaughn last
Sunday. S.
KINCAID HELD liopR TRIAL.
 
 
It
'Weida of the Inquest wArer the Body
'at EasCongreasnian Taulbee.
WeseriNoTox, March 13.-The in-
quest over the remains of W. P. Taul-
bee was held yesterday evening.
Samuel Douelson, ex-Doorkeeper of
the House of Representatives, was
time first witness. His testimooy was
, substantially as follows: On the 28th
day of February last„ I met Mr. Taul-
bee, the deceased, near the south steps
that lead down front the ladies' en-
trance to the House ott the east front
of the Witting. I had an engagement
- to meet Mr. Taulbee Kt that place,
and had just heard that he was look-
ing for me. I had be'en standing near
the east euttunce when 1 saw Mr.
Taulbee coming towards tne from the
direction of the telegraph office. We
met just at the top of the Holm that
lead down to the restaurant floor.
Mr. nu I bee asked nit' when we met
what I wanted with him, I replied:
"I is an't to see 3ou; come and walk
with me," and, taking his k•ft arm in
my right, we walked down the first
flight. We had passed across the first
landing and had turned to the left
to proceed, when he stopped on the
second or third step and turning
around to me, said: "What do you
want with me, Sam?" I answered
that I wanted to see him. At this
moment, on tile landing just held rid
us, on my right and oh Mr. Taulbee's
It-fm, Mr. K heath! appeared. Mr.
Taulbee's-faee was turned partly to-
ward Mr. Kincaid, when the latter
said : "Mr. Tautioe, you eau see me
now. '"The deceased turned his face
further toward him, when Mr. Kin-
caid fired the pistol shot, the ball
taking effect just outside the left eye,
the blo&I spurting over my left hand.
I turned to Mr. Kincaid and said:
"Jodge, for God's sake don't shoot
again." As the ball struck him Mr.
Taulbee cried out "Oh," and stagger-
ing in a stooping position down the
stairs was assisted into a/committee-
room. Smue one their asked who
fired the idiot, to which Mr. Kincaid
replied: "I am the man who did it."
Other witnesses testified that Kin-
'Caid admitted haying shot Taulbee,
and then Dr. I). S. Lamb, Assistant
Surgeon of the Army, who performed
the autopsy, was called. He said
that in his examination he found a
bullet wound on the side of the left
eye. The track of the bullet was
backward, inward and nearly on a
level. The bullet was found nearly
under the sphenoid bone, at the base
of the skull. In its passage the ball
had fractured the bone at the bottom
of the eye cavity. Adjoining this
bone the membrane was found to be
much inflamed. At the base of the
brain was found an abscess, which
was the imintaliate cause of death.
The primary eause of death was the
bullet wound
The jury then retired, and in a feat-
minutes returned a verdict in which
they found that Mr. Taulbee came to
his death, "from a pistol wound, the
pistol being held in the hand of
Charles E. Kincaid, in the United
Stares' Capitol building, on Feb. 2.4,
1890." At this conclusion of the in-
quest Mr. Kincaid was committed to
jail to await the action of the grand
jury.
The funeral of Mr. Taulbee will
take place to-day from Zurhortiee
unuertaking rooms. The Kentucky
delegation in Congress will act Is
pall-bearers.
Eu woes .
This is what you ought to have,
in fact, you must have it, to fully
enjoy life. Thousands are 'searching
for it daily, and mourning becense
they find it not. Thousands upon
thouitands of dollars are spent annu-
ally by our people in the hope that
they may attain this boon. And yet
it may be had by all. We guarantee
that Electric Bitters, if used accord-
ing to directions and the use persisted
in, will bring you Good Digestion and
oust the demon Dyspepsia and in-
stall instead Eupepsy. We recom-
mend Electric Bitters for Dvmpepsia
and all diseases of Liver, Steniaeh
and Kidneys. Sold at 50c. and $1.00
per bottle by H. B. Garner. druggist.
Reboot Report.
General Average in district 23.
Mary Major  96
Fannie Lou Reynolds ....... 95
John Major  93
Annie May Reynolds   93
Ivy Meacham .92
Isaac Major 91
i'lward Major  91
Eddie Reynolds  90
John Reynolds 89
FA 'MORE SHANKLIN,
Teacher.
• r •
Oliver Plows,
Deere Steel Plows,
Deere Corn Planters,
Deere t 'ultivators,
Deere Disc Harrows.
Buggies,
Wagons,
Barbed Wire,
Clover and
Grass Seed,
Thompson Seed Sowers, &c., &C.
JNO. R. CIRZER.1 CO.
Isn't It Strange
That the city council allows the
Gas Company to violate its contract
in the most flagrant manner?
That the police Three allows the
L. & N. It. R. Company to ignore
that ordinance limiting the obstruc-
tion of streets?
That the city council does not pro-
tect the people as far sa possible from
the Gas Monopoly?
That the L. & N. R. R. Company
should strive to murder every, indus-
try which springs up in Mopifins-
vine?
That the Gas Company should ex-
tinguish the lights at ten o'clock
wheu their contract with the city
stipulates that diey shall burn until
eleven?
That the Coen of Appeals should
withhold the decision in the 0. V.
case?
That the L. & N. R. It. Company
should discriminate so unjustly
against Hopkinsville in'favor of her
rivals?
That the Gas Company should
light the city with jets of one candle
power when the contract with the
city provides that the lights shall
be fourteen candle power?
That the Chautauqua circles in-
variably go .up North for lecturers
and quartettes when Southern talent
in no way inferior is accesuable?
That Judge Littell should have so
much to say in the Council sessions
when the people have never invited
him to a seat in the body?
That Judge Littell should tell the
members of the Council how ,,to act
upon questions of vital importance
to the city?
That the L. & N. It. It. company
should take the switch tooth'e from
the Hopkinsville Yards and Cxpect
the people of Hopkiusville to allow
their streets to be blockaded by
freight trains?
That certain individuals passing
as the people's friends should sacrifice
tie. peoples interests to further their
own schemes?
That the 'tail Road \ commission
has never investigated the discrimi-
nations of the L. & N. Bail Road
company against Hopkititiville par-
ties? •
That so many Kentucky Newspa-
pers &ell themselves to the L. & N.
Rail Road company for free pittki4e8'.'
That Kentucky Legislators sent to
Frankfort to enact and repeal laws
for the protection of the people,
should ride on L. st: N. passes and
thus place themselves under oblige
lions to the niost merciless enemy of
their people?
That minstrels warble to large
audiences iii Hopkinsville while
tragedians of merit and ability strut
before empty benches.
Fairview„ Mills, Ross A. Rogers,
agent. W dreroom at Randle & Ely's,
opposite Phoerix Hotel. Telephonic.
tf
Corporation Notice
N,,eice is hereby given that W. T. Radford,
F. W. Isaimey. John W. McPherson. .1. Is.
J lime.. A . I Le .1 i.*;r1.1?, I tjiVehynEP1);',..AHMIre'w. ietbab;-
,
M r
gent. e .MI.I.INt.IRK.mle and E.I Walker have as-
sociated thenuad Vie together, tinder the cor-
pora.. vamp of the II. 11. Garner Drug Co.,
and the prinelpal place of business Hopkins-
vOle, Ky. The nature of the business of the
corporation is the compounding and selling
of drugs, ineellei nen and all ot her art icies us-
ually kept for mile in retail drug stores. The
ankount of capital stock 'authorized is $10,111.
w it h $1,0110 paid in. The Maid corporation be-
gan business on Merida, of Feb , 18111, and
the Oran* or the eorpora tion to be eonducted
by • Prealdebt, Secretary and Treasurer and
a Board of Directors, riveted Feb. ti. DIM and
to be wiinually eleeted on that dee. 'flu-
highest amount of Indebtedness. to which the
corporation is at a ri Y time to subJe..1 Itself is
lumen. The private property 414 the stock
ti. .liters is to be exempt from the we.STriarnai;te
debts.
-
F. F. Wills, a prominent book deal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn., says: "I
tried 'Owen's Pink Mixture' to eure
lily chilk of hummer complaint when
all other remedies had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-
gists.
31ANAGIr:It'S REPORT.
"Little Tjaotie"slOcriefit for the Ken-
tucky Masonic Widows and
Orphans Home.
eu ROSS REX Ell'TS.
Sale tickets Feb. 21st, Del), let
perforinanee
Sale of ticket.. Feb .111ith 1410. 2t1
performance .
Donations received .
$250
Ili 00
2 MI
T..tal rrcelpta 
yerr.t P1,04104 PA ID our AS YoLLO1.1.5 10•: 
Opera lloune rent for Feb. list
and Feb.
Opera llouse rehearsal rent fur$ tit'm 40)
Fe-b. 12th, It and ant
(opera Iloeuss• tickets.
Mal 11110 VO, -luring reheaneils
at N1OrMrywOli. 
tiff:::,!vsosintger;;;•apine7rammes,
ei
"Little I yews,u' swore. for per- 1:5551;
Malfe6rlisid"faccor llopkinsville made
ouietu ..... 
(s'itsmis!,1.1.11ipir,vi.„7,irget etca.nd reidet::Iont_ 614.1'1;):11
.  t ions
---
Total entertainment expense.112/7 04
-  -
theism.* CR/d1 ... tint forwani-
ed to H•ODY.
A.I.11.1umnedry material sent to 
$ 1 I.:  151
Total to Home 1113 751
Esim.y II. Pekin ,
Manager "Little Tyruoil."
IlopkinsvIlle, Ky., March 10.
The Butterfly Reception.
The Butterfly Reception given at
Anderson's store on Sixth street, Fri-
day eve by the Y. \V. C. T. U., was
a success in more than one respect.
The young ladies in anticipation of a
large patronage from their nu-
merous friends had made extensive
preparations for their reception and I
entertainment. They had arranged
an t.xeel lent nmuslcal program consist-
ing of the most popular selections by
the most popular local talent. Miss
Willie Hughes, of Morgaufield, by
the beautiful and tender rendition of
several songs, won fresh laurels and
new honors.
An elegant supper was provided
and served in abundance to their
guests. Col. Joseph Mulhatton made
a capital fortune teller, and his won-
insight into mysteries of
was the no little
succeeded in
butter•
the twee-
derful
the tuture
coimuent.
disposing of quite
flies-beautiful
the
subject
ladies
a number
souvenirs of
mion,artistically construeted of clothes
pins anti colored par er.
Marriage License.
\V. D. Radford to Miss Mary Clar-
dy.
U. N. Driver to Mamie Moore.
B. R. B. "Botanic Blood Balm."
:If you try this remedy you will gay as many
others have said, that It I. the best blood
purifier and tonic. Write Blood Balm Co..
Atlanta. the., for book of convincing testi-
mony.
J. 1'. Davis, Atlanta, Ga. (West Emi;.
writes: 'I (slushier that it. B. B. has perma-
nently cured me of rheumatism and
sciatica."
F. It. Saulter. Athens, Ga.. Rays: "It. R. B.
eureel nut' of an ulcer that had resisted all
other treatment.
E. G. Tinalt•y, Columbiana, Ala.. writes:
"My mother and sheer Mid ulcerated sore
throat and scrofula. B. B. B cured them."
Jacob P. spoucier, Newnan. Ga., writes:
"B. B. B. entirely cured me of rheumatism
In my shoulders. I used Al boltlee."
Chase. Reinhardt, No. Stitt Fountain Street.
Baltimore, Md., writes: -I suffered with
bleeding piles two years, and am glad to say
that one bottle of B. B. B. cure.! me."
.1. J. Hartly. Toccoa, Ga., writes: "B. B. B.
is a quick cure for catarrh. Three bottles
cured me. I had teen troubled several
years."
A. Spink, Atlanta, Ga., says: "One bottle
of It. B. It. completely cured my child of
eczema."
W. A. Pepper. Fredonia, Ala., writes:
"B. B. B. cured my mother of ulcerated sore
throat.".
•te.
The
of
of
TOBACCO SALES.
HOPKINSVILLE.
Sales by H. H. Abernathy March
12th, 1890 of 18 Hogsheads tobacco as
follows:
10 ithdo.. leaf $7 05 6 25 5 50 5 35 5 00
4 90 4 60 4 50 4 00 3 40.
8 'Ads. lugs 2 90 to 1 25.
Market active at former quotations
CLARKSVILLE.
Sales by Wm. H. Turnley & Bro.,
of the Elephant warehouse for the
week ending Mandl 12th, 1890 of 42
Hogsheads as follows:
3 hhds. medium leaf, old, $7 006 50
6 50.
2 hhds. medium leaf, new 6 75 6 50.
7 Mids. common nnd low leaf, old,
4 60 4 2.5 3 75 3 50 3 10 3 00 3 00.
9 hitch!. i.ommoo and low leaf, new
5 75 5 10 4 90 4 70 4 25 4 30 4 10 4 10 3 00.
3 Mids. good lugs, new 3U0 2 95 2 80.
4 idols. medium lugs, new 2 00 2 50
2 35 2 30.
12 Mids. common lugs and trash,
old and new 2 00 2 00 1 90 1 50 1 30 1 In
1 2.5 110 1 00 1 09 1 00 1 00.
SWIFT'S SPECIFICFOR renovating tfheentire system, eliminating
all Poisons from the Blood
whether of scrofulous or
malarial origin, this prefr
aration has no equal. . .
/811111.2 fflat.141111111
"For erghteen risonMs /had an
eating sore on my tongue. / was
treated AV best !vial thysksans,
but °Named no relief, Me sore
gradually grew writ. I finally
took S. LA, and was entirely
tared after using a few bott.'es."
C. II. Mt LEHOSE.
Henderson, Tex.
'T`REATISE on Blood and skin
.11. Diseases mauled tree.
THE SailYT SPECI plc Co,
Atlanta, Ga.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
DIUGUID & WELLS
Have a full line of fresh grocerea, a
lot of choice sauer kraut cheap,
fruits, vegetables anti canned goods
in great variety. Call and see them,
Ninth street, near depot. wit.
Mrs. P. C. Richardson has just
opencd a line of Dress Goods, Nodons
etc., over J. 1). Russell's old 'stand,
Main street. wit.
FOR SALE.
A farm containing 316 acres, well
improved, 3 miles south of Trenton.
It. Cortina, Trenton, Ky.
Shaving  10c
Hair cutting 25c
at the STAR BARBER SHOP.
Please tile your (*aims against the
estate of D. U. Tuck, deceased, with
Q. A. Elliott, Lafayette:Ky., by tile
ist day of April. and pay your in-
debtedness (to said estate, to him on
or before that date.
Titus. H. ELLIoTT, Adm'r
Of D. G. Tuck, Dec'd.
Our barbers handle the razor with
ease and skill, and we feel justified in
saying we can give the utmost satis-
faction. JONES a: RANKS.
Persons knowing themselves in-
debted to H. It. flamer are requested
to cull nt the sheriff's office and settle
where they will find either myself, J.
Kol. Fritz or Mr. James Wallace who
are authorized to receipt for same.
W. M. WEST. Assignee
Of H. B. GARNER.
The Star Barber Shop.
Gentleman desiring anything in
our line will be waited upon by polite
and skillful barbers.
JONES & BANKS.
LAND FOR SALE.
210 acres of land near Belleview
Ky., 110 scree cleared, 100 acres well-
timbered. This place hart good im-
provements on it and is well-of tered.
Is situated in a good neighb. : • ood,
convenient to :schools and chum les,
and is 2t miles from (3rseey, a epot
on the I. A. A T., railroad. For
further particulars apply to,
W. T. WILLIAMSON.
PREMIUM JACK, CILDEROY
For the season of 1it90, may be found at the stable 
of the undersigned, on the Princeton road within the limit*
of Hopkinsville.
YOUNG G1LDEROY, a Black Spanish Jack, bred by 
the late C. M. Bell, foaled Nov. 20, 1882, full 151-2 hand
s
high, of fine length, heavy built, good form, tine hair, quic
k and active. Has proven himself one of the surest and
best breeders in the State. Was got by Old Gilderoy, a
 thoroughbred Spanish Jack; he by Imported Mon
eerat,
out of an Imported Jennett from Spain. 1st. dam, P
runella, was got by son of Imported Black Mon
arch; dam
Maggie Brown by the premium Imported Garrenola, St
ar of the West., etc.
wri1E'lEt SRI :
win be permitted to serve mares at $10.00 the season. Maros proven not to be with 
foal can be returned nazi
season free of charge. Negotiable notes due and payable 
1st day of August, 1890, will be required at time of 
ser-
vice. Care taken to prevent accidents, but will not be 
responsible should any occur. We ask no man'
s
patronage unless he thinks our stock worthy. Come, see a
nd judge for yourself. Season has commenced and will
end July 1st. 1890.
Ilair• MC. NATIEZEIPW eiC. CPC
:Oar
0.05
Buys choice of all our Winter Over-
coats. We have them worth,
2250,20.00,17.50,
and all the way down. On all cheap-
er grades we will take
Off Former Prices.
This is the chance oargain hunter's have beeu
waiting for, and now you havd it. This is posi-
tively the last cut, and first come first served.
In our Shoe Department beginning Friday we
will for two weeks pi esent to each purchaser of
our $2.60 Ladies Fine Button Shoes, a bottle of
Gilt Edge or French Luste! Polish. This polish
sells everywhere for 25 cents and is the best made.
Our S2.60 Shoe is the best make on the continent,
and having been sold in Hopkinsville for years, it
his the reputation over any other shoe. We have
the exclusive sale of the above shoe as on all the
other makes we carry.
TERMS: One low Cash Price marked in plain
figures.
J.H.Anderson & Co.,
GLASS CORNER. BUSH'S OLD STAN
D.
FIRS'Ar
laughter Sale
Will be commenced at the clothing house of Pye,Dicken
 & Wall's
On Thursday Jan. 16, 1890.
And what you and every other reasoning citizen 
of Christian Om
wants to know is how, where and when to buy the best g
oods for th
least money. We hax,i bten able since starting in bus
iness in Hopkins
ville, Ky., to give teis infor nation correctly, and do 
it without charge
and if you will take the trouble to examine our pric
es below, or what
more satisfactory. ex2mine the goods, and get the 
prices, you will
convinced that we have no competition in prices, whe
n values are con
sidered our stock of
BOOTS SHOES
Are complete, and our prices are lower than ever before
.
Few of Our Bargains
Boys' and Gents' Linen Collars, late style, this g000d only
 for
weeks
Gents' Linen Cues - - - - - -
Scotch mixed underwear, medium weight, mens' sizes r
etail
for 50 cents
Whith cotton underwear, heavy weight, men's sizes
Camels Hair Underwear
Striped cotton underwear, extra heavy weight, worth 75c
All-wool red underwear, all sizes - - -
All-wool striped underwear, retails everywhere tor $1.26.
Your choice of any boys' overcoat, worth from $4 to $7.60 $4
7
11
2
3
41
4
79
Mens' Suits From $4.00 Up.
Pye, Dicken & Wall.
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H. R. GARNER Agent.
▪ DR. HENLEY'StXTRAGT
Thi• lowortl Tonic and Nerving, is pining
great repetwoo as • cure sr Debility. Dregs"-
Ida. ant NE110011:4 tliowdeilL It relieves sn
hingaid sad debilitatod conditions of the eye.
tete-. arengthese U. intellect, and bodily fanctkom
hada up wore oat Nerve* i aids digoationti
gams hapaired or Met Vitality. singolts
• strength and vigor. It is to
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as Xsdasta.
Piricie-gLINI Baer Nottis MI °We&
For Sale by H. B. Garner, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TOURS.
Pstsca STICANIEns. Low RATE*.
four Trips per W Between
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Paloskey, Sault Ste. Warm. and LW
EMIN011 Way Porta.
Every Week Day between
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
sowwo vom mph, Jaw Jaty, Aug., me Sept.
Doable neap Unto more=
CHICAGO ANO ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
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STEM0ENGINE
t'BOILER
*END CON OUN CATALOGUE mes PRICES
ATLAS ENGINE WORKS,
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
"1111.111iMINC11717,,Wliffierv-t- .
;WHO
THE LADIES' FAVORITE.
NEVER OUT OF ORDER.
If you desire to purchase a seeing. machine,
ask our agent at your place for tor•r... and
If you ainnot find our agent, write
rewind:trash) °ob.-sow uamt.l.
RIRIE SEW MACHINE a
AGEN WAN'IED
Address H. A. LOZIE ft &CO.,
340 Superior at.. Cleveland
PREZ TO ALL.
our New
I stakerni. of PISA'S
teas. Vises. Sitri.3s.
Or n m se ts Tress,
Fruits, Grape
VANS. Mods ete..w111
be n tailed nal to all
datirfataion uar-
ma teed.
Creargassis: 10 saw. Address
BMW 1111111111111, Lou farms, T
WEAK_MEN
Saffering from the effects of youthful errors. early
decay. wasting weakness. lost manhood. etc , I
send • valuable treatise (sealed) containing full
particulars for home en" FREE of chary*. •
splendid medical week: Should be read by ever7
man who Is mem= sad debilitated., Address.
PIM& Iff. POWLIMII, Comm.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
.ttud beautnies the h.nr.
Pretiat.IPS • Iturutiant growth.
Nerr.i. Fa is ts Grayi'sY-••••r•I
.Frv• ••• i -lb-, - r
0••••--
C 611E461i E I r t- S
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. mope yartioniars tad 'RAMC fler
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Madam
THE G LORY OF MAN
STRENGTH VITALITY!
How Lost! How Regained,
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE
A Scientific and Standsuri Popular Medical Treatise
on the Errom of youth,Premature Peciine, Nets
Mal Physical Middy, InaparitIes of the Blood.
EXHAU ST ED VITALITY
.ANTOLD MISERIES
Resulting from Folly, Vice, Ignorance, Excesses or
, overtaxation, Enervating_ and anflumg the victim
for Work, Business, the Marrad or Social Relation.
Avoid ukskillful pretenders. POWYS, this creit
, work. It contains MO wets, royal bro. Beautiful
; binding, embossed, full gilt. Price only b Lel by
' mail, postpaid, col:wowed in plain Wrapper. Lilts-
I I rail.* Prospectus Free, If you apply now. et I.edistanznished traitor, Wm. Parker, M. D., re-, ceived the GOLD AND JEWELLED 'MEDAL
I from the National Medical Aneochatisn for
this PRIZE BUSAY on NELIVOUS ard
PHYSICAL DEBILITY.Dr.Parrerand
of Assistant Physicians may be consnIted, con&
dent,allv, by mail or In perenn, at the office of
TUE PEABODY MEDICAL INNTITCTF.,
Nei. 4 dulaneh st.. Reston. Mans.. to whom
orders for hooks or letters fur advice should be
directed as above.
FOR MEN ONLY!
'minim Tor LOST or eArt,r4.ro stairsoon•General sna NEI.VOUS DEB
Weakness of Bod• and Mod.
oo Erross or Excesses in Older Toes..
liekso. stem St ottani renv trowee4. &Warne ma
leseambea efts sIC•11.01,1.11/ OM, a la Is FtWilerilself.
r
.41 entailing Hell TalUIT111LIT- 110....Ma la a day.
tot"t t••••• 41 SOW*, Terawdee. and reerlaafewereem
an we wan Maw. Seed. fallraplawilea. aed weed. waled
SWIM) 60. ded.••• OMR U..LIFIALLL T.
CURE
C.C. .
ELRIZR E
The only Certain and Effeettaal Cure
foe Chills and Fever, Intermittent, Remittent,
Bilious and Makuial Fever, Dumb Ague,
8,ramp Fever and all Diseases originating
from • Torpid Liver or Malaria.
Perf Petty harmless. contains me A meal.
or Quinine and can he given to the moat
delicate person with perfect safety.
As a Tonic for Tirsd Feeling, Loss of Ap•
phte, Headache. Nervous Illtepreesion and
Low Spirits originating from Malaria. it stands
alone and without a Parallel.
1101.00 Per lIcittit
d..td by Deeggtats yonensay.
J. C. MENDENHALL & CO.,
ems rtiorsixerone,
Led.. 77. S.
For sale by Harry B. Garner.
Bennettstown Items
BeNNErrsTowN, March 6.-There
was a runaway marriage oecurred laet
Tueeday in which Bennettstowu took
a conspicuous part. Mr. BatikstRan-
dolph and Mies Nianuie Crute, of
Trigg county, ran off Monday and
came to Mr. Jolm Smith's that uight.
Tueeday morning they took the train
for Clarksville and were married in
that city at the Northiugton House,
by Rev. Dr. Sears, returning that
night they were nicely entertained
by Misers Katie Smith and Mary
°Berton, at their residence near here.
The groom is a relative of theirs.
They were accompanied by Miss Sal-
lie Randolph and Mr. Bud Randolph.
The bride is only 14 years old and the
groom is about 20. She is quite a
pretty girl aud was going to school to
Mr. Randolph when they decided to
run away. They returned to Trigg
county yesterday, and will board at
Mr. To' Wildon'a. May good luck
attend them in their voyage through
life, and may uo adverse winds make
shipwreck of their rainbow tinted
hopes, and may He who sends the
clouds'and tile sunshine guard over
them to the end of life's journey.
Judge W. W. McKenzie is quite
feeble.
Rev. Mr. Kistler, of Clarksville, a
student of the theological seminary
there, preached at McKenzie Kirk
last Sunday. He is a very extrivirdi-
nary young man intellectually and
all who heard him were favora-
bly impressed, and think that he will
ere long be a shining ornament to the
cause which he represents.
Mr. E. R. Moos' little son Burba,
died las week. The poor little sufferer
had been sick for several weeks. We
sympathize with the parents in their
affliction.
The storms did not do any damage
iu this immediate neighborhood. We
have had a great deal of rain and the
creeks are very high, and wiuter is
certainly lingering in the lap of spring
here, as the most severe weather we
have had has been in March.
Little Louie Dickerson has been
qute sick.
Mr. John Stevenson, of Longview,
as visiting his father last Sunday.
Mrs. Robt. Moss is quite ill, and her
friends are very uneasy about her.
Miss Lelia Cox's school is progress-
ing very nicelyinotwithetanding the
inclemency of the weather.
iss Bettie Carter is visiting at
Ilerntion.
Miss Ladd, of Montgomery Trigg
county, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Tautly McGee.
Messrs. Will Torian and Robert
Stevens, of Herndon, were here lest
Sunday.
The roads in this neighborhood are
in a terrible condition, and in some
places are almost impassable.
LouisE.
Pembroke Items.
PEMBROKE, KY., March 8.-Miss
Lydia Lockett, of Trenton, visited
Mrs. V. A. Garnett this week.
Mrs. B. J. Garrett spent Wednes-
day in Nashville.
Mr. Will Jernigan is on the sick
, list.
Miss Grace Bennett, of Eminence,
Ky., for several weeks past the guest
of Mrs. F. B. Richardson, left Thurs-
day for home, via Morganfield, where
she will visit friends. Her many
friends bere regretted very much to
lose her from among them.
Mr. H. M. Boxley left yesterday
for Virginia, where he will make his
home in the future.
Mr. Tatern, of Sharon Grove, deliv-
ered two loads of tobacco at Garnett
& Loyd's Wedoesday,during the snow
storm.$75.00 to $250.00 g'eNtn(aT ti•ri;aita-
Ina for us. Agents preferred who can fur-
nish a horm and give their whole time to thebusiness. Spare moments may he profitably
employid also. A few vacancies In towns
and citli B. F. JOHNSON & CO., IOW MainSt. Richmond, Va.
N. H.-Please state age and business expe-
rience. Never mind about sending stamp for
reply. B. F..I. tt to. dew
 ..4d••••
1 cent *tamp- A lv"h'. ' WAGESposition. Nu altratit... 1.•,.. t,.1.0.06 I earls. Money s.li ...nem.f,.r wages, etherti-ii.i.. etc.Centeneoni Manetactuorg C., , pER DAy.Cmcinnott  fl:t.....:...,
e wbdi a tew
'SALESMEN
eau° suo retail trait. Weseethe largest
losels t.)
t.. the %bow-
men , i our
inanntartinersiii our line. Luclune Md.
.00
.40/
AGENTS WANTEDM arjr old lrell.
S-tiprufl Ls quick sales. Sample freem. ararfe
opportunity. Geo. A. *soft, Wway. N. Y.
DEA impigMEMIS
fewelde. 3poeseas mom ammeheadi. Sold by F. IMMO&
ear. sidliemess, foe mei. era. ihr keel M pm& MES.
Agents wanted to N 0 It IN : perfect win-*ell Phileste Clothes ter line. ?Minute
Lines: no more iie,.. line sent by mall
clothes pins need- gg g iti gr for:inc.. 11410 Wt.
ed. It bolds the I a ag Hoe by mail $1.:M
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2-7-21n. HrliTlei‘' I LLE, A LA.
Mr. J. H. Pendleton has been quite
ill for several days past.
The MeGeehee Bros., of Clarksville,
have bought M G. Miller's dry goods
establishment, and Mr. Galbreath, of
Good lettsville, his drug store. While
we are glad to welcome these gentle-
men to our town, we regret exceed-
ingly to lose Mr. Miller, who hae
done probably more than any other
one man here for the improvement of
the town.
I am glad to learn that Mr. C. B.
Ruseell has been employed by Mc-
Geehee Bros., and will remain in our
midst.
Mr. B. J. Garuett will leave to-
day for Louisville, with a car load
of hogs.
The Rose Garnett Benevolent So-
ciety will give an oyster supper at
the Maeonic Hall Tuesday night,
March 11. I hope it will be well pa-
tronized by the community.
Mr. W, M. Bronaugh tilled his ice
house Monday.
Mr. C. B. Russell epent Thursday
and Friday with his mother in Elk-
ton. DAVID.
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Missionary Meeting.
N EWSTEA Lo, KV., March h.-The
sixth Missionary "Circle" will meet
at Locust Grove March 29 aud 301899.
The following subjects will be die-
cuseed:
1. The Apostles aud their co-work-
ers, our pattern in Missicmery work.
J. G. Kendall.
2. What should a church do for a
member? S. P. Forgy.
3. Work among the Karens. R.
N. Barrett.
4 Necessary elements for a leader
in church work. Lyman McComb.
5. Is Christian Sociability neglect-
ed? Wineton Henry.
6. Is the number of contributors to
Miseions increasing in this Circle?
General Discussion.
7. Biographical sketch of Mathew
T. Yates. J. T. Barrow.
8. The Worship of giving. J. F.
•Garnett.
9. Sermon. J. D. Jordon.
J. 'F. CLARDY, V. P.
Entitled to the Beet.
All are entitled to the best that
their money will buy, so every family
should have, at once, a bottle of the
best family remedy, Syrup of Figs,
to cleanse the system when costive or
bilious. For sale in 50c and $1.00bot-
tles toy all leading druggists.
A CURIOUS CASE.
A Marriage Contract Annulled After
the Husband's Death.
OTTAWA, ONT., March 8.-A case
probably without precedent in the
local courts is before the court In
Montreal. The widow of the late
Fabien Drapeau, of the former firm
of Drapeau & Savignac, made appli-
cation to superior court to have the
marriage contract with her late hus-
band annulled. Sne had married
Mr. Drapeau in 1866, when but a mi-
nor, and the marriage contract,
though approved of by her parents,
was not signed by them, nor were
they present when the contracting
parties signed it. That contract pro-
vided for a separation as to property.
During the years of their marriage
Mr. Drapeau accumulated wealth
and at his death left property worth
over $100,000. According to the mar-
riage contract the $100,000 went en-
tirely to his relatives. In support of
her petition to have that contract de-
clered null, she argued, through
counsel, that being a minor when
signing that contract, her father was
necessarily required to be present at
the time and to ratify it by his signa-
ture. The court upheld her petition
and annulled the marriage contract
with the effect that the widow now
can claim 360,000 as her share.
A WIFE IN EVERY 0W A
An Actor you'd Give Points to
The Man Front St. Ives.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Mareh N.-
Shady proceedings iu the lite ol
Chariee W. Sterling, alise Charles
W. Fletcher, sui actor of some little
note, and a citizen of the world, more
particularly of Chicago, Milwaukee
and Minneapolis, have just come to
light in this city. In the fall of 188rf
Sterling, who. was playing at the
Pence Opera, wedded a Miss Frances
Roach, a waitress in ()tient the hotels
in Minneapolis. The Re‘. George
W. Mille., of the Centenary Metho-
dist church, performed the eeremouy.
It was November 12th, of that year.
Soon after he began paying atten-
tions to a Mrs. E. U. Mears, a young
widow here, representing himself to
be a single man. January 21st of the
next year he took a liceuse st the din-
trivt court in the name of Charles
Sterling, awl the two were married
by the Rev. It. N. McKaig, then of
the Hennepin-avenue Methodist
Episcopal church. A curious feature
of this event was that the groom
gladdened the heart of the diviue
with a $20 check, which, on presenta-
tion, proved to be of no value. But
the two were out of the city before
that time, and were next located itt
Milwaukee at a boarding house at
No. 523 Milwaukee street. Here
sterling soon tired of wife No. 2 and
skipped off to Chicago, where he be-
gan to play parts iu a theatre under
the name of Charles W. Fletcher.
He boarded at the Ogden House, aud
it was only a few weeks after his ar-
rival in the city that he gained the
affections of a chambermaid named
Helen Walter. Late in February of
1889 he married her. She in turn
was deserted, and Fletcher left for
parts unkuowu. All of the wives
have been industrious in getting
some clews ae to his whereabouts,
and it was thought the police of the
various cities that they became
known to each other, and these facts
came out. Mrs. Mears, wife No. 2,
says that he is now eerving a term in
the Ohio penitentiary for a similar
offense iu that state. She says that
he has not• less than eight wives
various portions of the country.
Fletcher, or Sterling, was a prePosess-
ing fellow, who had seen much of
the world, and Wad about forty years
of mgr.
I luttlitietes Alf•i•
The Best Salve in the world for
'uts, Bruises, l,C1I it, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fey, t -Sores, 'fetter,
Handr, Cie blaine, Corns
and all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion, or money refunded. Price 25
cents per box. For sale by H. B.
Garner.
The Mestibben Stable.
The executors of the late Hon. T.
J. Nfegibben have decided uot to dis-
pose of his great breeding establish-
ment-Edgewater-but will continue
tio carry on the business of breeding
thoroughbreds, uuder the manage-
ment of his son, T. Megibben, who 'a
a young man thoroughly conversant
with horses- It has not been decided
yet whether or not the yearlings of
this stud will be sold this spring, as
it is highly probable they will be rac-
ed by Tee Megibben, who inherits all
the love his father had for the turf.-
Cynth 'Rua Courier.
BOTTOM DROPPED OUT.
Both Ends of the Senate Ituidisition
Well Corked Up.
WASHINGTON, March 10.-Senators
were laughing over the situation in
which a number of newspaper men
were being placed by the Dolph com-
mittee. Now the laugh is With the
scribes. Failing to secure tidy testi-
mony of any value from the men who
find mit executive secrets and print
them, the committee has turned its
attention to the Senators and was
Saturday engaged in making them
swear that they never, no never gave
to any newspaper man, nr any one
else, information as to what was oc-
curring or had occurred during sena-
torial secret sessions. Up to the
preeent time, the committee has been
just as successful in extracting infor-
mation from Senator++ as they were
from the correspondents. The news-
paper men refuee teU Ito the Seu-
store are that have favored them with
news, and the Senators say that they
never gave out news anyhow. That
corks np both ends of the question,
and leaves the committee just where
t was before it had a title to existence.
Senators not on the committee, and
even some of those on it, are already
weary of the fruitless aud strife -0-•reed-
ing It is evideut that
there can be no practical results from
all the fuss, save, perhaps a good deal
of bitter feeling which has been en-
gendered. Whether the correspond-
ents, who are contumacious, will or
will not lee imprisoned cannot yet be
told, but it is believed that the bot-
tom has dropped out of the Dolph
reeolutiou to imprison for "seditiou."
Domestic Economy.
The Clarksville Tobacco Leaf has
this to say of a well khown Christian
county citizen:
Wallace Embry Is practically dem-
onstrating the problem, "How to live
on what you Owe aud pay iu advance."
h is success has beeu so marked that
he is eeriously considering writing a
book on the subject that other fellow
sufferers may have the beuefit of his
experience. Mr. Embry is a hustler
and if any oue can throw light ou the
subject he can. He started last fall
with a cash capital of sixty cents,
which he spent for chicken-wheat at
a neighbor's sale. Frotu this he fan-
ned good wheat worth $2.50 and had
enough chicken feed left to lapt seve-
ral mouths. '1'lle good wheat he
swapped for a wagon, whieh he sold
for $15. Thie he invested in turkeys,
sent them to market and realized $29.-
s.5 for them. This paid his expenses
while he bought up all the turkeys
in the Howell neighborhood,
drawing on his commission
merchants to pay for them
at six cents per pound. He shipped
them to Louisville. going there in ad-
vance of them. Again the commis-
sion merchant came in handily. Mr.
Embry bought all the turkeys in
Louisville, paying for them eight
cents through his commission mer-
chant. This gave him a corner on
the turkey market, and when his
birds arrived the whole city was wild
for turkey and he sold out at a hand-
some profit both his shipment and the
Louisville purchase, and made a good
thing of it without investing a dollar
except for traveling expellees.
Terse Telegrams -
A factional war is said to exist in
Hidalgo county, Texas. There are
fears of bloodshed.
A delegation of Florida orange
growers are in Washington to urge
protection for oranges.
The story that S. V. R. Trowbridge,
Attorney General for Michigan, had
become insane, is pronounced a pure
fabrication.
Dr. McGlynn has recovered from
iis recent illness, and delivered a
short address before the Anti-Poverty
Society in New York last night.
John J. Ingalls, President of the
Union Bank, of Zanesville, 0., and
well-known throughout the country,
died at noon yesterday of heart fail-
ure, aged 67.
- --
Reform the tariff.
[Birmingham, Ala., News.]
The tax payer or consumer of pro-
tected goodie, pap+ six dollars to get
one dollar into the treseury. If the
tariff on ` .4 bt..1a0 vr. at that it ex-
cluder 411 toreigto wool, weavers •
woolen clothes and hats pay the tar,t1
-augmented price for hate, clothee
and blankets, and sll this augmented
price goes into the tills of wool deal-
ers and producers, and not a dollar
of this "protection" goes into the
treasury. In reel), instance, and
there are about 5,000 ankle* of mer-
chandise "protected," and by tat-life
more or less prohibitory, the govern-
ment gets only a per ventage, greater
or lees, of the sum paid by each con-
limner of each protected commodity.
Therefore, In discussing the tariff
question it is estimated that the people
pay $6 to the protected classes, when-
ever they pay $1 into the treasury.
Wheu the News has said, therefore,
that the people psy, ait- now taxed,
twenty-four hundred million dollars
to the protected classes when i+aying
four huudred millions kit° the treas-
ury, it is only the etatement of a fact
showing how enormous are the sums
paid by consumers of protevted goods
to American manufacturers of these
goods.
One other simple deduction from
these plain facts is th it if thhe transfer
of enormous sums by law from the
many to the few be continued it must
result thirdly %hat all the wealth
and property of the many will pints
by sheer force of law, into the owner-
ship of the protected classes. How
rapidly this end is achieved is leen
in the rapidly multiplied numbers of
men in the East whose wealth ex-
ceeds a million dollars. 'I here ate
500 men in New York owning more
wealth and land than there is in the
Gulf States.
One other reason for a revenue in-
stead of a protective tariff he found in
the fact that since trusts were invent-
ed the only good done the people by
the tariff has become worse than ima-
ginary. It was always said that pro-
tection, by begetting competition,
would give us eheap goods and neces-
saries of life produced here; but now,
wheu competition begins to cheapen
any protected commodity, i te pro-
ducers organize a trust and only
enough flour or Besitemer steel or
other protected goodeare produced to
supply the home market at tariff fixed
Prices, and thus the high tariff is coil)
a scheme of robbery and wrong to
those who pay it, and they pay who
are consumers, and these are farmers
of all the Statee, and Inhorers of all
classes. Labor foots all the bills, and
capital pockets all the enormous, un-
natural, law-made profits.
The News stands for a reform of the
tariff-a just and fair reduction-and
for Grower Cleveland for the Presi-
dency.
H. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: '"Oweu's Polk
Mixture' saved my baby's life whiel
suffering from diarrhcea and summer
complaint.
The School Law.
The recent amendment to the com-
mon school law of Kentucky will be
of luterest to teachers, se it modifies
and removes some reetrictiens form-
erly imposed. The act aa passed by
the General Assembly and approved
by the Goveruor, reads:
Sec. 1. That section 10, article 13,
chapter 1534 be amended by etriking
out the following words, namely:
"The trustees shall not permit any
person to teach any private or other
school in any dietrict school house,
unless the said person shall first have
obtained a certificate to teach from
the County Board of Examiners:"
and insert in lieu thereof the follow-
ing, namely: "No person shall be
allowed to teach a private or other
school in any district school house,
unless he be_ of a good moral charac-
ter, end have the consent of not less
than two of the trustees of the district
iu which said school is to be taught."
Sec. 2. This act shall take effeet
from and after its passage.
Doesn't Want It
MfiXTtio6I ERN', ALA., March 10-
The Advertiser, of this clty, editor-
ially says, with reference to the
statement made by Senator Blair
Saturday that it was strongly in fa-
vor of his bill: "Mr. Blair Saturday
classed this paper among the sup-
porters of his educational bill. The
Advertiser was at one time willing to
accept the terms of the Biair bill and
so argued. Now that !his State has
goue ahead and increased hrr appro-
priations for schools, with evident
disposition to make even further in-
crease as her revenue will warrant,
we prefer to depend upon ourselves.
Under Federal adniinistration that
had proper regard for the rights of
the States there might be no harm to
come from the measure; but with
such bigoted aud narrow-minded
men to administer the laws as those
now in control we prefer, for our
part, to let it alone. When Mr. Blair
said he favored aud urged the meas-
ure to build up the Republican party
in the South the Advertiser lost
whatever interestit had previously
felt the bill. Strike the Advertiser
f rom your lint, Mr. Blair."
Impressive Scene.
BERLIN, March 10.--The Imperial
Mausoleum, at Charlottenburg, was
dedicated yesterday. The route to
the tomb was lined with eight-seers,
who respectfully uncovered their
heads as the Imperial party passed
on its way to attend the ceremony.
The services were of an impressive
character. They were conducted by
Court Chaplain Koegt. The Knights
of the Black Eagle were present,
headed by Count Von Molkte. Prince
Bismarck was &leo present. Before
returning to the plainer the Emperor
and members of his family placed
wreaths upon the coffins of NVilliam
and Augusta, which were completely
hidden from sight by the quantities
of fresh flowers that were heaped
upoothem.
Foreign Flashes.
The King of Holland is again ser-
iously ill.
Germany is treating with the Veti-
can with a view to the representation
of the Pope at the Berlin Labor Con-
ference.
John Burns again denies the allega-
tion that the labor movements, or-
ganized or aided by him, have au anti-
Jew tendency.
Mr. Parnell will prosecute the Exe-
ter Gazette for copying the alleged
forgeries printed in the London
Times and continuing the publication
thereof.
A Bible printed in an Indian lan-
guage at Cambridge, Mass., in 1661
was among the raft. books in &collec-
tion just retold at austiou iu London
and fetched $510.
The Bishop of Itaphoe hex forward-
ed to the parishes of that diocese,
where painful evictions have been in
progress, $5,000, subscribed for the
Tenants' Defense League by the
people of Donegal.
New England Magazine.
The frontispiece of the New Eng-
land Magazine Magazine for March
is a full-length portrait of Chief Jus-
tice Fuller, and the article the
number which is likely to attract at-
tention quickest is on "The Supreme
Court of the 17nited States," by J ernes
D. ('olt. It is a learned and earefal
article, and at the same time anecdo-
tal and vivacious; it is verY fully Il-
lustrated, giving portraits of all the
Chief Justices from Jay down, and
all the present Justices, and altogeth-
er it is the most important recogni-
tion by any of our magazines Of the
court's centennial. It will be read
b3. all lawyers, but it ought to be read
also by all etirients of our American
government.
HORRIBLE ACCIDENT.
1 IMO Men Terribly Mangled
aster on the 0. V.
HENuEitsoN, Kv., March 7.- A fa-
tal accideiii, reetilt hie in the death of
IN 0 well-knot% Willi PPItetqL11-41 hien,
occurred on the Ohio Valley Railway
yesterday afteriioou, a few mile, be. t About 3 o'clock Monday night, Miss
Alice Kinney, about nineteen years
old, who, with her mother, livesalone
On a farm in Sunman county, was
aroused by a noise in an adjoining
mine She at once realized that a
burglar was in the house. She took
a re•olver from under her pillow, and,
holding It in her baud, concealed it
under the quilt. Thou she lay as if
asleep, and when the burglar entered
the room he walked up to the bed and,
concluding that the young woman
was sleeping soundly, began looking
about the room.
"As he turned away from her she
heard him whisper to himself: "She
is pretty and I guess I'll see her la-
ter." W'hen he turned his face Miss
Kinuy raised her-elf bed, took aim
at the man'e head aud fired. Instant-
ly the burglar wheeled around, and
as he did she fired again, and he fell
to the floor with a groan. He died
in about five minutes. The alarm
was then giveu and a crowd gathered
at the house. The burglar proved to
to be Sam Kerns, a negro, who has
given much trouble."
almost any civilized community
this negro Would have been shot long
ago, but the Southern people are ex-
pected to tolerate these outrages and
to acknowledge that these "wards of
the nation" are above the law.
There is another dead Republican,
but, no doubt, if the Republicans can
continue in control of the House, he
will be counted as voting for the Re-
publican candidate. for Congress. As
the campaign progresses, "Sam
Kerns" will be paraded as a martyr
to Republican principle; a simple,
inoffensive negro, quietly pursuing
hie ordinary vocation. Foraker will
paint his character in letters of light.
Halstead will get a forged letter from
the spirit land, giving Kerns' version
of his difficulty. Chandler will de-
mand an investigation by a Senato-
rial Committee, while Quay and Dud-
ley will have him ready for the role
of a eecond John Brown by 1d92.
••btarn Kerns' body Iles s.rnouldin in the grays
But his soul goes marching on."
Truly, Brown and Kerns are worthy
twin martyrs of the g. o. p.
in a Dia-
low Corydon, iu thi• county. The
victims were Jas. A. Watson, &mem-
ber of the milling firm of Drake,
Watson & Co. of this city , and John
Hildebrand, a freight conductor on
the Ohio Valley. Capt. Hildebrand
left this place yesterday noon with a
special train to bring several carloads
of cattle up from Union County. On
the return home James A. Watson,
who was at Morgantield, took pm-
sage iu the caboose for Corydon.
When near Highland Creek the bol-
ster piu, which goes through the
flour of the car and fastens it to the
trucks, dropped down aud dragged
along the ties, filially derailing the
caboose. Just before the car was
thrown from the track Capt. Hilde-
brand and Mr. Watson, thinking to
save themselves, jumped to the
grimed. At this juncture the ca-
boose was thrown over on ite side,
catching both the unfortunate men
underneath. Apparently death was
almost instantaneous. Mr. Watson
was csught under the edge of the car
and horribly mangled, his legs being
pulled loose from the trunk at the
hip joiut. Capt. Hildebraud was
found lying under the trucks. Hie
death resulted trona a blow on the
chest and head. Mr. Watson was
highly esteemed in the community.
He leaves a widow and five children.
(7spt. Hildebrand has been with the
Ohio Valley seven monehs, giving up
a position on the Owensboro & Nash-
ville to take his late one with this
road. He was about 35 years of age
and unmarried.
A Dreadful Disaster.
11.tmittitu, N. Y., March 7.-As
near as can be ascertained teu were
killed and twenty-five injured at the
wreck near Bay View yesterday.
The train had eieveu coaches, three
baggage, four day coaches aud four
puilmans. The train parted some
miles west of Hamburg, at the coup-
ling between the last day coach and
the first sleeper. The first section
went on ahead aud was stepped by
Conductor Houghuni pulling the bell.
Most of those is the last day coach
were warned in tittle to leave, but
those iu the first pulitnan had no
warining, and the ears met aud
telescoped witn terrific force. The
puilman wine completely buried be-
neath the other car. An engine was
dispatched to Buffalo for aid, J. E.
Minuie, who had his arm cut off, be-
ing taken along. It was two and a
half hours before the physicians ar-
rived. A wrecking train preceded
the relief train, and the work was be-
gun of extricating the imprisoned
suffierers.
A NEW CRUISER.
A Heavily-A rnsored Vessel to be Built
as an Experiment.
WASHINGTON, March 10.-A naval
'impel will soon be constructed in ac-
cordance with deeigdes suggested by
Secretary Tracy. The Navy Depart-
ment he given notice that the adver-
tisemeut for proposals to build this
vessel, an armored steel cruiser of
8,150 tons, will soon be issued. This
vessel will differ from all cruisers
now afloat or building, in that it will
Jiave an abnormally havy-armored
curved deck and unusually heavy-
armored port boles, while the sides
will practically be without armor. In
other words, the points most exposed
will be especially strengthened, while
those least exposed will be left almost
bare of armor. The curved deck, it
is said, will protect the engines, so
that it will be almost impossible to
cripple the veoeel or render it help-
less.
State Taxes Reduced.
, Fran k fort Capital. ,
The House has passed a bill re-
ducing the rate of taxation five cents
on the one hundred dollars assessed;
this reduction to be taken from the
amount assigned for ordinary reve-
nue. The "IlEwirr" revenue act
has provided an amount of income
to the Treasury, which, with the
consequent income hereafter expect-
ed on increase in values of taxable
property, will probably show a
surplus in the Treasury oot required
for the expenses of the State govern-
ment, as estimated by the Auditor.
It is always popular to reduce taxa-
tion, and it is a very miteh easier act
to reduce the rate of taxation than to
increase it. The bill, however, pass-
ed the Houee without dissent, and
we presume that the subject hae been
so thoroughly investigated as to
justify the reduction.
A Texas Aniazon.
GAINE8V1LLE, TEX., MarCh 10.-
Pargaret Lane, 30 years old, weigh-
ing 175 pounds and a giantess in
strength, Saturday cleaned out the
Mayor's office in true Johu L. Sulli-
van style. Several days ago her hue-
band was fined by the Mayor's court.
At 11 o'clock Saturday she called at
the official's office and gave him a
terrible tongue lashing. He ordered
policeman Robertson to arrest her
and she knocked the policeman flat
with a square shoulder lick on. the
nose. At this juncture City Attorney
Hall entered and attempted to re-
strain the virago, and she floored
him. The Mayor then took a hand
in the game and she likewise knocked
him down. Then she waded in and
actually thrashed all three of them
and drove them from the court room.
In her rage she nearly stripped her-
self of clothing. The nuen are badly
disfigured about the face. She held
the court for three hours after she
drove them out, and only when she
got ready did she leave.
 
 
-.ewe . 
Will Not Conflict.
LEA EN WORTH, March 10.-Bishop
Fink has consented to have his recent
letter prohibiting Catholics from join-
ing the Farmer's Alliance modified.
Representatives of the State and
County Alliances were given au au-
dience by the Biehop and assured him
that there was no desire tl conflict
with the views of the church, and
that all religious parts of the consti-
tution would be eliminated. In view
of these assurances Moho', Fink bap
addreosed a letter to Mr. A. M. Thie-
tlewaiter, Leavenworth, Kas., mem-
ber of the alliances, stating that Ilia
objections to Catholicie joining the
the alliance are withdrawn.
Children In the Penitentiary.
I.ouisv We Pont.,
Mr. Langley's bill to rescue child-
ren from the penitentiary and place
them in a reformatory institution is
an excellent one, and its passage by
the Legislature would be an act of
humanity. Many a boy tend girl,
thrown into association of the older
and hardened criminals in the pent -
tentiary, have had their moral *ruse
blunted and been otherwise corrupted
by the mere contact. They are giveu
no opportunity.to reform. There is
no incentive to do better. They are
simply allowed to sink.to the level of
the crime-calloused, miserable
wretches that surround them. This
should not be. These unfortunate
should be given a chance to reform,
and this van only by done by putting
them in an institution Intended for
that purpose.
Another Southern Outrage.
[Louisville Courier•Journal.,
The follow lair Beeouni of the killing
of a uegro in North Carolina will fire
the hearts of men like I ugalls, Chan-
d Cho stile, Hipst ad, Fo r and
otlie: I ucoo.e.-ni:
"1 H A BIAMTE, N. C , March 5.-
The Indiana In Manitoba In a Desti-
tute Condition.
MINNEAPOLIS, March 7.-A special
to the Tribune from Winuepeg, Man.,
says: A gentleman who has just re-
turned from Peace River Indian
reservation brings frightful stories of
starvation and destitution among the
Indians there, and states that if the
Government does not take action to
relieve them the whole band will be
exterminated. All of them are so
much reduced physically that they
are unable to hunt, and are resorting
to cannibalism. He had heard of
only two or three cases of that horri-
ble nature when he left, but feared
that many more might have occurred
by this time. Influenza has also
played sad havoc among them.
J. W. Raymond, pastor Presbyter-
ian church at Brownsville, Tenn.,
says: " 'Owen's ,Pink Mixture' will
regulate the bowels better than any-
thing ue ever used. For teething
children it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For sale by all druggists.
Ohio Is all Right.
COLUMBUS, 0., March 7.-The Sen-
ate yesterday evening passed the
House bill redistricting the State for
congressional purposes and it is now
a law. No amendmenta to the origi-
nal bill as introduced were made. All
Democrats supported the measure.
Detroit Visited by a $250,000 Fire
Last Night.
DETROIT, M tun., March 10.-At
6:15 last evening, fire was discovered
in the rear of Gray & Hefty's 6-story
furniture factory, 98 te 102 Congress
street, west. The fire was on the
fifth floor and before the depan +tient
got to work, had oairied headway
very fast and spreitl t.,pidly to the
roof, and then downward until the
roof and upper floor fell, carrying the
fire to the ground. The Carroll &
Hunt Chair Company'e establish-
ment, on the west, 104 and 108, went
next, the two making an intensely
hot fire which not only rendered the
firemeu's work very difficult, but
threatened to consume buildings on
the opposite aide of the street. The
()Idler Printing Company and Carroll
cigar factory, two numbers on the
east, were also completely gutted
At midnight, the fire was under con
trol, but still burning fiercely. The
total Imes is estimated at $250,000 par-
tially covered by insurance. The
burned buildings were the property
of Senator James McMillan and
valued at $70,000.
Heavy Sentence.
CINCINNATI, March 10.-At Leban-
on, 0., Saturday Al Graham, forraere
ly Auditor of Warren County, was
sentenced on his plea of guilty to the
indictment charging him with em-
bezzlement of the funds of the coun-
ty to the amount of $63,211. To the
sixteen other indictment, for
receiving payment on false vouchers,
he pleaded not guilty. He made a
statement to the court in which he
implicated Treasurer Coleman, who
was sentenced a few days ego. He
said when he left Lebanon, Coleman
proposed to him to buy off the inves-
tigating committee, and when he said
he had just 15 cents, Coleman gave
him $300, which he ueed in his flight.
The court sentenced him to be im-
prisoned in the penitentiary for eight-
een years and to pay a tine of $126,442.
Robbed the Mails.
CHATTANOOGA, March 10.-For
some months frequent complaints
have been made of missing letters on
the wain line of the East Tennessee
Railroad system and division. Post-
office Inspector Sharp undertook to
find the thief. As the result of the
inquiry, Mail Agent Tom M. Mont-
gomery was arrested in this city short-
ly after his train came in yesterday,
and on his person was found a $2 bill
and a decoy letter mailed the same
day and several other letters, which
were genuine, taken from the mail.
Montgomery was brought before
United States Commissioner Hope
and committed to jail in default of
bond. He waived prelimluary ex-
amination and Was remanded until
Thursday. Thoroughly posted men
say the proportion of this sort of
(Time in this section is about three
to one as against the North, and
claim that this is due to the large
mail for the Louisiana Lottery. The
euppoeition is that a letter addressed
to M. A. Dauphin, New Orleans, eon-
i tains money, and as be has no redress,
I it Is almost perfectly safe to steal,
rale and dmtroy them. One mau
who used to throw mail years ago.
acknowledges in a very quiet way
that he used to "knock down on an
everage of $1,000 a month from lot-
tery letters, but never allowed him-
self to touch any others, and as a
consequence never came to grief."
Christian eounty is in a most ex-
cellent finaucial condition. She has
about $7,000,000 worth of taxable
property, anti with the exception of
$107,000 of outstanding railroad bonds,
does not owe one cent. The interest
on this sum ham been promptly paid,
and there is at least $15,000 in the
county treaaury collected to "sink" a
number of those bonds. Owing to
the fact that none of the bonds are
due until 1597, the money in the!
treasury can not now be used for this
.purpose.
YUr U1E1 Wilidor $21ggioll.
SEND ORDERS TO
Kraver de, Harris,
HOPKINSVILL
- 
KENTUCKY
The following brands kept: Davies. County and
E. W. Worsham's Peerless; Hill & Winstead's Silk
Velvet ; Robertson County Corn Whisky; Anderson
county_ Whisky; White corn Whisky; Rich Grain
Sour Mash Uttion County Whisky and Tennessee
Whisklea.
-Eight different kinds of Wines.-
pocialties.
BRANDIES,
"PEACH and HONEY,"
"ROCK and RYE,"
and GIN
Prices From $1.50 to
$4 Per Callon,
With Jugs
Free.
N. B.-Enclose Postal. Moey Ordef or Cask
with your 3rder.
IA"LITil iaTERS WARE ifo"
The Nat Gaither Co., Proprietors.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - - KENTUCKY.
jar Four months free storage to planters.
WM. IL TURNLEY. ED. TriNLEY.
W. H. TURNLEY & BRO.,
Tobacco Salesmen
GOMMISSIONA‘IERCHANTS
Eephant Warehouse
CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
We never speculate directly or Indirectly in tobacco. Careful attention to the Interest Of
our Customers and best prices obtained. Advent. made on Tobacco ILI Store. All Tobacco
at owner's expense unison otherwise instructed in writing
HERNDON & MAJOR,
(Successors to Herndon, HaLum & Co.)
TOBACCO
Crange
SALEM,
Warehouse,
Tera.n..
Solicits the patronage of planters and dealers everywhere. Liberal cash
advances made on tobacco in store, or Bills of Lading in transit. All tubas -
co insured while in store unless written instructions not to insure. Mark
all tobacco to GRANGE WAREHOUSE.
HALL & C05,
DEALERS IN- ---
•
Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS. ,
Virginia Street, Between 8th and 9th, Hopkiusville, Ky.
we will duplicate any monumental work put up In Christian county by anY foreign
dealer and discount their price from IO to 96 per cent
ELECTRICITYAN° VITAL FORCI
THE
Ity EIC32:11VPLIr 1:11:7 MCAZTIC, M. D.
This L s New and Masterly Medical Treads', and indispensable to eret7 YOUNG. MI OLE.
ACED. and 01.0 MAN 'oho le suffering from Weakness, languor, JAIN of Memory,
Depression of Spirits, Liver Complaint, Diemem of the Esdneye, end all diseases dependost epos
./Laddeot, Yx.cesses, Folly, Ignorant*, Nervosa Debility. Vital Exhaustion, mai
THE ERRORS oFYOUTHAN0 MANHOOD.
Rotted te leather, full gilt. Prim, cooly 001 dollar, by mall, sealed fa plain wrapper, ypostpatd,
VIM FIDENTIAL. Address Hiller Do Mow?, M. DI , No. 361 Columbus Ammo, or P Box14tr2, Boston, Mass. Prefatory Lectors with aniesrous isetisecialale trait marses, free to all
This the .fily ELECT Pt 0-11111D1_00 !PHYSIOLOGY...? published. hislosehnely somphese
and perfect. It is lavaluabie to all as it roaches the very roes and rMais durnis.
EXPERT NOMETREATMENT
irlosreasllyrAdel"sliu oirrof, 11.661).", hdasi"iDnirnialled1000118;11ra
THE tLIEIR OF LIFE AND THE TOMS gtSINCE OF MANHOOD. Ins)! ha eluisnlied
strictest confidenee,Is potent) cr by Wear,st tits lectre-
Median banner; ,No.3141 'olum boa A. ,E•sotoo. Mem
"I HEARD A VOICE. IT *AID, "COME AND mu....
DOSITIVE
I CURE.
C. T. It. Haiscoe R. HALLCM111. J. T. EDWARDS. W.I. F
Hancock, Hallums & Co.,
GRACEY TOilaisWAREHOUSE
Ters.n._
Special Attention Paid to Sampling and Selling Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT
T. R. HANCOCK, Salesman, W. J. Ely, Book-Keeper.
Robt. Wooldridge,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
NINTH STREET NEAR DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Sate horses and elegant turnouts. Patronage of commercial travelttli
solicited.
Or Also orders taken for coal.
HOPKINSVILLE
MACHINE WORKS,
CORNER LIBERTY and EIGHTH STREETS.
-Repairing of-
Engines, Boilers, Threshers,
SAW MILLS AND MILLING MACHINERY
A SPECIALTY 
A full Supply of
BRASS AND STEAM FITTINGS,
"Perfectiol Elevator Purifying Pumps,
Cistern Tops. Tobacco Screws, Etc. •
Charges Reasonable and work guaranteed.
A share of your patronage solicited.
Respect
John J. Metcalfe.
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